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FRESH CHARGES FOR KHAMA & CO

• Issac Kgosi’s charges in National Security case increase from six to 20  
• State adds Khama, Makgophe, Paledi to new charge sheet
• Khama says it's another plot by the state to lock him up
LETLHOGILE MPUANG

T

he state has charged former President Ian Khama, suspended police
Commissioner Keabetswe Makgophe and Deputy Permanent Secretary
Bruno Paledi as co-accused in its case
against former DIS boss Issac Kgosi.
Kgosi was arrested on October 24, 2021
for allegedly contravening the country’s
National Security Act.
He was allegedly found in possession of
ammunition, police bullet proof vests and
forged passports without authority when
the DIS raided his residence. In his last
court appearance in February 2022, the
state revealed their intentions to amend the
charge sheet and also to be accorded more
time for investigations.
According to the new charge sheet dated
19th April 2022, the former president is
alleged to have been found in possession
of various types of firearms and is facing
13 charges ranging from; receiving stolen
property, unlawful possession of a firearm,
procuring firearm license under false pretence, owning a firearm not registered under the Arms and Ammunition Act of 2018,
and Aiding and Abetting unlawful possession of a firearm. The state has summoned
Khama to appear before the Broadhurst
Magistrate Court on 21st April. Khama has

(Pic:MONIRUL BHUIYAN/PRESS PHOTO)

been away from the country for more than
four months.
Speaking to this publication last night,
Khama confirmed the charges but dismissed them as yet another desperate attempt by the state to arrest him.
“I remind everyone what I have said
about and what is now known about the
fabrication regarding the 100 billion issue
and having failed with that , the regime
came up with another fabrication about
weapons. The objective is to lock me up to
keep me out of the political arena and even
eliminate me to achieve the same. I have
proof of that,” he explained.
Meanwhile, Makgope and Paledi have
been charged on three counts each of a Aiding and Abetting unlawful possession of a
firearm. Paledi previously served as Makgophe’s deputy commissioner.
The DIS recently detained Makgophe,
Khama’s brothers, Tshekedi and Anthony
and others over allegations of missing
state fire arms. It is believed that more people will be added to the charge sheet.
Kgosi is now facing 20 criminal charges
ranging from unlawful possession of a
firearm, procuring firearm license under
false pretence, owning a firearm not registered under the Arms and Ammunition
Act of 2018, Aiding and Abetting unlawful
possession of a firearm, stealing whilst employed by the public service, being found
in possession of armoured vests closely
resembling those of the Botswana Police
Services and being found in possession of
tactical backpacks resembling those of the
Directorate on Intelligence and Security
Services without authority.
The case will return to court on Thursday.

BDF On High Alert
Amidst Tension Between
Bangwato and Govt?
Soldiers reportedly put on standby in response to unravelling events in Serowe
GAZETTE REPORTER

B

otswana Defence Force
(BDF) military officers have
allegedly been put on high
alert amidst the growing turmoil between the government and the Bangwato tribe.
Sources within the military allege that the recent arson attempt on
cabinet minister, Kgotla Autlwese’s

home escalated tensions with the
army on high alert to intervene is the
further escalation of hostilities fuelled by allegations of hate speech
propagated by Bangwato tribesmen.
“The target is on those fuelling hate
speech and tribalism to find out their
plans in relation to the dispute between the government and the tribe
over the alleged former President’s
harassment,” added the sources.

(Pic:MONIRUL BHUIYAN/PRESS PHOTO)

The ongoing tension between the
Bangwato and the government began
last year after the former President
fled the country alleging harassment
by the Directorate on Intelligence
and Security (DIS). Since his self
imposed exile, there has been a con-
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Is Morwaeng’s MP Seat
Under Threat?
Former Kweneng District Council
chairperson Jeff ery Sibisibi is
tipped as Morwaeng’s toughest
possible challenger in the next
elections and has reportedly
amassed strong backing from
Molepolole South’s councillors

alongside his daughter which allegedly
mismanaged investment funds for a number of District Councils and unions value
at approximately P250 million. Whilst
Sibisibi has denied any wrongdoing, the
company is fighting liquidation at the High
Court as investors scramble to recover the
alleged missing funds.
Minister Morwaeng was not available
for comment as his phone rang unanswered
at the time of going to press.

Morwaeng is said to have fallen out with a number of his Lieutenants who were key in his 2019 general elections campaign, including former Kweneng District Council chairperson Jeffery Sibisibi.

GAZETTE REPORTER

M

inister for Presidential Affairs,
Governance and Public Administration Kabo Morwaeng’s
prospects of retaining his parliamentary
seat beyond the 2024 general elections
are reportedly under threat with the emergence of a new faction in his Molepolole
South constituency.
Morwaeng is said to have fallen out
with a number of his Lieutenants who
were key in his 2019 general elections
campaign, including former Kweneng
District Council chairperson Jeffery Sibisibi. Sources say Sibisibi is preparing
to challenge Morwaeng in the Botswana
Democratic Party (BDP) primary elections billed for next year. He is said to be
making inroads within the constituency
and has the backing of many of District
councillors.

Morwaeng is said to have
fallen out with a number of
his Lieutenants who were key
in his 2019 general elections
campaign, including former
Kweneng District Council
chairperson Jeffery Sibisibi.
Sibisibi said he was not in a position to
comment on the matter, but did not deny
being approached by some members of
the party to contest for the seat. “The fall
out is that serious,” said a source close to
developments. “Some councillors have
refused to attend meetings called by Morwaeng.” These divisions within the constituency have even reached the attention
of party chairperson Slumber Tsogwane,
who was called upon to mediate peace.
BDP Molepolole South Branch chairperson Thomas Letsholo denied the
existence of emerging factions opposing Morwaeng. “I am not aware of any
intentions by Sibisibi to challenge MP
Morwaeng. He has not even said a word
to me about it. As far as I know, the relationship between councillors and the MP
remains cordial,” said Letsholo. He however noted that Morwaeng has not been
able to meet with all his councillors since
early this year.
Meanwhile, observers believe that
Sibisibi poses a serious threat to Morwaeng given his popularity within the
constituency and amongst councillors.
His challenge could potentially threaten
Morwaeng’s alleged ambition to succeed
Tsogwane as Vice President of Botswana.
Morwaeng has previously denied the rumour.
Sibisibi came into the public spotlight
in 2020 following damning allegations
against Blue Thorn Fund Managers, a
company he was accused of owning
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RENEWED MoU TO
RESTORE RAIL LINK TO
MOZAMBIQUE PORT
• Botswana, Zim, Mozambique project vital to AfCFTA
• Tripartite feasibility study to start soon

KATLEGO RAKOLA

B

otswana’s potential for exporting
of coal, minerals and other commodities through the Techobanine
port in Mozambique by received a boost
following recent renewal of Memoranda of
Understanding (MoU) with Mozambique
and Zimbabwe for construction of a railway line to the port.
The three countries have pledged $3 million for feasibility studies to determine the
viability of the project that aims to improve
regional trade, among other things. The
1700km railway line will run from the port
of Mozambique through Zimbabwe into
Botswana.
In an interview with The Botswana Gazette, the Minister of Transport and Com-

munications, Thulaganyo Segokgo, said
each of the three countries will contribute
$1 million towards the feasibility study for
the work to start this year. “The feasibility
study will determine the scope of works for
us,” Minister Segokgo said. “We will determine the contributions of member states
at that point.”
The government wants to use the Mozambican deep seaport for bulky consignments such as coal and fuel for strategic
storage because Durban port in South Africa, which is the main channel for goods
into the continent for Botswana and countries further up, is often congested. “This
port will be able to handle much bigger
vessels for bulky commodities like coal,”
the minister said.
The signing of the renewed MoU fol-

(Pic:clubofmozambique)

lowed meetings of a technical committee meeting and a ministerial committee
around revival of the project.
Meanwhile, Mozambique is upgrading
the Techobanine port in a $7 billion project with a view to accommodating bigger
vessels and handling volumes of up to 100
million tonnes. Segokgo said Botswana is
watching the project keenly to see if it may
own a piece of it.
According to media reports, Mozambique is hoping to benefit from Botswana’s
experience in wildlife conservation and the
tourism sector with 500 elephants are to

be translocated to the country on southeast
coast of Africa.
Segokgo emphasized the benefits Botswana stands to gain from Techobanine
port and its rail link. “It is very vital for
regional trade and growth of Botswana’s
imports and exports, especially as the African Continental Free Trade Agreement is
operationalised,” said Minister Segokgo.
Durban Port was closed due to heavy
rains in South Africa’s KwaZulu Natal
Province in which more than 400 died last
week, forcing logistics to be transferred to
Walvis Bay in Namibia.

Vaccine resistance has its roots in negative
childhood experiences, a major study finds

They also felt fatalistic about
health matters, reporting at age 15
on a scale called “health locus of
control” that there is nothing people can do to improve their health.
As teens they often misinterpreted
situations by unnecessarily jumping
to the conclusion they were being
threatened.
The resistant group also described
themselves as non-conformists
who valued personal freedom and
self-reliance over following social
norms. As they grew older, many
experienced mental health problems characterised by apathy, faulty
decision-making and susceptibility
to conspiracy theories.
Negative emotions combine with
cognitive difficulties
To compound matters further,
some vaccine-resistant study members had cognitive difficulties since
childhood, along with their earlylife adversities and emotional vulnerabilities. They had been poor
readers in high school and scored
low on the study’s tests of verbal comprehension and processing speed. These tests measure the
amount of effort and time a person
requires to decode incoming information.
Such longstanding cognitive difficulties would certainly make it
difficult for anyone to comprehend
complicated health information under the calmest of conditions. But
when comprehension difficulties
combine with the extreme negative
emotions more common among
vaccine-resistant people, this can
lead to vaccination decisions that
seem inexplicable to health profes-

M

ost people welcomed the
opportunity to get vaccinated against COVID-19, yet a non-trivial minority did
not. Vaccine-resistant people tend
to hold strong views and assertively
reject conventional medical or public health recommendations. This
is puzzling to many, and the issue
has become a flashpoint in several
countries.
It has resulted in strained relationships, even within families, and at
a macro-level has threatened social
cohesion, such as during the monthlong protest on parliament grounds
in Wellington, New Zealand.
This raises the question: where do
these strong, often visceral anti-vaccination sentiments spring from? As
lifecourse researchers we know that
many adult attitudes, traits and behaviours have their roots in childhood. This insight prompted us to
enquire about vaccine resistance
among members of the long-running Dunedin Study, which marks
50 years this month.
Specifically, we surveyed study
members about their vaccination
intentions between April and July
2021, just prior to the national vaccine roll out which began in New
Zealand in August 2021. Our findings support the idea that anti-vaccination views stem from childhood
experiences.
The Dunedin Study, which has
followed a 1972-73 birth cohort,
has amassed a wealth of informa-

tion on many aspects of the lives
of its 1037 participants, including their physical health and personal experiences as well as longstanding values, motives, lifestyles,
information-processing capacities
and emotional tendencies, going
right back to childhood.
Almost 90% of the Dunedin Study
members responded to our 2021
survey about vaccination intent. We
found 13% of our cohort did not
plan to be vaccinated (with similar
numbers of men and women).
When we compared the early life
histories of those who were vaccine
resistant to those who were not we
found many vaccine-resistant adults

had histories of adverse experiences
during childhood, including abuse,
maltreatment, deprivation or neglect, or having an alcoholic parent.
These experiences would have
made their childhood unpredictable
and contributed to a lifelong legacy
of mistrust in authorities, as well as
seeding the belief that “when the
proverbial hits the fan you’re on
your own”. Our findings are summarised in this figure.
Personality tests at age 18 showed
people in the vaccine-resistant
group were vulnerable to frequent
extreme emotions of fear and anger.
They tended to shut down mentally
when under stress.

continues to page7
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Choppies Expects Cooking Oil
Prices To Normalise Next Month
A bumper sunflower harvest
is expected in SA next month
KATLEGO RAKOLA

A

s the world comes to grips with
rising cooking oil prices due to
the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
supermarket chain Choppies anticipates
prices to normalise this month.
This is because of an expected bumper harvest of sunflower in neighbouring South Africa beginning in May. “We
will be able to determine with confidence
where prices will go at the end of next
month when the South African harvest
of sunflower starts,” said the CEO of
the Choppies Group, Ramachandran Ottapathu.
Ottapathu added that prices of cooking
oil across Choppies stores increased by
at least 25 percent in the course of last
month because of increased prices from
suppliers.
Cooking oil prices have been affected
by the Russia-Ukraine war because the
two countries are major suppliers of sunflower seed and cooking oil itself.
Media reports say the war sent prices

Fertilisers Double
In Price As
Russia-Ukraine
War Esacalates
Prominent famer says
organic fertiliser is not a
good alternative
KATLEGO RAKOLA

T

he price of fertiliser is soaring locally, thanks to the escalating war
between Russia and Ukraine, the
two main countries that supply at least 50
percent of world fertilisers.
The Russian invasion of its neighbour
comes after the COVID-19 pandemic
caused supply disruptions that also resulted in increased fertiliser prices. With
recent fuel price hikes, this means farmers
face increased cost of production driven
by a triumvirate of causes.
The Public Relations and Marketing
Manager at Botswana Agricultural Marketing Board (BAMB), Adelaide Johnson, has told The Botswana Gazette that
most fertilisers have doubled in price this
season.
“There has been a sharp increase in
comparison to the last season,” Johnson
said. “Urea (46), for example, was P350
but is now P644, 2:3:2(30) was P375 but
is now P650 and 20:7:3(30) was P325
but is now P555. Suppliers face logistical
challenges in getting raw materials to the
plants.”
She added that shortage of fertilisers is
a real threat for Botswana primarily because Russia is the main exporter of gas,
which is a component in nitrogenous fertilisers. “Western sanctions on Russia will
affect supplies of fertiliser,” said Johnson.
To Page 6

of several essential commodities soaring,
including edible oils which were already in
short supply over the last few years after
poor harvests of sunflower, palm, soya and
canola in crucial regions of the world.
The war erupted during Ukraine’s critical March/April planting season, which
bodes poorly for prices going into 2023.
In just two months, the price of sunflower
oil has surged 55% and canola oil by 40%,
though the increases will only start to reflect on retailers’ shelves in coming weeks.
Photo Ctredit: www.food24.com
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Thusang Bagwebi Calls For The
Removal Of Foreigners From
Informal Sector
• Says illegals operate as vendors • Health ministry thanked
KATLEGO RAKOLA

S

President of Mozambique Filipe Jacinto Nyusi arrived in Gaborone for a 3 day State Visit on 13
April 2022. (Pic:Monirul Bhuiyan/PRESS PHOTO)

mall traders’ association Thusang
Bagwebi has called for removal of
foreigners as vendors that it wants reserved for Batswana.
Thusang Bagwebi, which has more than
6 000 members in Gaborone and surrounding areas,

TATI NICKEL MINING COMPANY PROPRIETARY
LIMITED (IN LIQUIDATION)
Proposed Sale of Certain Assets
An opportunity exists to acquire certain assets as a whole
of Tati Nickel Mining Company (Proprietary) Limited (“Tati”)
which was placed in provisional liquidation in October 2016
and in final liquidation of 27 February 2019. Prior to the
winding up, Tati was a nickel / copper mining and processing
operation near Francistown, Botswana.
The operations are currently under care and maintenance
and comprises of one operating open pit, Phoenix. Phoenix
is situated about 30km east of Francistown, Botswana. In
addition, Tati includes a concentrator, other supplementary
mining assets and infrastructure such as a tailings storage
facility, and dumps.
The Co-Liquidator of Tati, Trevor Glaum N.O., with the
support of the Government of Botswana, has successfully
entered into a transaction with a purchaser who has acquired
that portion of the Tati mining area comprising Selkirk
mine together with associated infrastructure (“Disposed
Assets”). Subsequent to the transaction pursuant to which
the Disposed Assets have been sold, the Co-Provisional
Liquidator now seeks to dispose of the remaining assets
of Tati to an interested party who is able to recommence
operations. The assets are associated with the Phoenix open
caste mining area and are as follows:
•

•
•

Tati Phoenix (including resources associated with open
caste mine and pit, waste rock dump (WRD) & Magnetic
Separation Dump (Magsep) dumps & Tailings Storage
Facility)
The Tati Phoenix Dense Media Separation dump
The Phoenix Concentrator and surface facilities

The proposed disposal of the assets of Tati will be through
a structured competitive tender process and accordingly all
parties that have an interest in acquiring individual assets
of Tati, should be prepared to participate in a competitive
process.

The Co-Provisional Liquidator is inviting offers from parties
interested in acquiring the assets of Tati as a whole or those
parties who are interested in the acquisition of only certain
assets.
Interested parties are hereby invited to register their interest
with the Co-Provisional Liquidator.
Interested parties will thereafter be issued with a nondisclosure agreement (“NDA”) together with a memorandum
of understanding (“MoU”) to facilitate the provision of a
Limited Information Memorandum document (“LIM”) which
will set out the information required to be submitted as part
of their indicative offer.
The LIM will contain details of the process to be followed
which process will lead to the submission of an indicative
offer for the acquisition of the assets sought to be acquired.
Against receipt of a duly executed NDA and MoU interested
parties will receive the applicable LIM together with being
granted access to a data room on Monday, 16 May 2022.
Following execution of the NDA and the MoU interested
parties will be invited to participate in a confirmatory due
diligence and site visits in order to arrive at indicative offers
and as further recorded in the LIM.
Interested parties are invited to respond to the email address
below to receive the NDA. All enquiries, requests and
correspondence should be directed to the Co-Provisional
Liquidator at trevor@sanek.co.za.
The Co-Provisional Liquidator reserves the right at his
sole discretion to amend, withdraw from or terminate the
disposal process at any time.
Trevor Glaum N.O.
Co-Provisional Liquidator of Tati Nickel Mining Company
Limited - In Provisional Liquidation

Chairman of the association Omphemetse Setlhare told The Botswana
Gazette that they are still pleading with
the city council to ensure that only people with licences operate as vendors as
a means of rooting out illegal vendors
among whom are foreigners.
“Businesses such as catering or selling food on the side of the road, selling
second-hand clothes and plaiting hair
are run mainly by foreigners when these
should be for Batswana,” Setlhare said.
Setlhare said the practice of reserving
small businesses for locals is observed
in several countries in the SADC region, South Africa, Zambia and Tanzania included. However, licensed foreigners are allowed in shopping malls.
“This is not xenophobia but a means
of creating employment for Batswana as many have lost their jobs in the
scourge of COVID-19,” he pointed out.
He added that many foreigners who
operate in the informal sector at high
density places like the bus rank in Gaborone do not have licences, let alone
residence permits and passports.
Meanwhile, Thusang Bagwebi has
once again raised concern about abandoned structures around the city that the
organisation says are an eyesore that
also function as lairs for criminals.
Just last week, the city council and
representatives of the organisation removed some of the structures along
Western Bypass, Nelson Mandela Drive
and the A1 Highway in Gaborone.
The council has asked vendors to
remove their daytime structures at the
close of business.
In more news about Thusang Bagwebi organisation has praised the Ministry
of Health and Wellness for vaccinating vendors against COVID-19 at their
places of operation. “We hope that this
relationship will continue,” Setlhare
said.

Fertilisers

From Page 5

She noted that every country in the
SADC region has the same source of
supply, adding that organic fertiliser is
not a good alternative because it is inferior in nutrient content.
Michael Diteko, who a member of Botswana Farmers Association and a former chairman of the agriculture sector at
Business Botswana, told The Botswana
Gazette: “If you look at most of the fertilisers we use, these retailed for around
P170, but they are P100 more.”
He emphasised that crop production
cannot be done without use of fertiliser.
“If you use organic fertiliser on a commercial farm, your yield and quality will
be affected because of the poor nutrient
content of organic fertiliser,” Diteko
said.
Russia exports 11% of the world’s
urea and 48% of ammonium nitrate.
Russia and Ukraine together export 28%
of fertilisers made from nitrogen phosphorous and potassium.
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Vaccine resistance has its roots in negative
childhood experiences, a major study finds
from page 4

sionals.
Today, New Zealand has achieved
a very high vaccination rate (95%
of those eligible above the age of
12), which is approximately 10%
higher than in England, Wales,
Scotland or Ireland and 20% higher
than in the US.
More starkly, the New Zealand
death rate per million population
is currently 71. This compares favourably to other democracies such
as the US with 2,949 deaths per
million (40 times New Zealand’s
rate), UK at 2,423 per million (34
times) and Canada at 991 per million (14 times).
How to overcome vaccine resistance
How then do we reconcile our
finding that 13% of our cohort were
vaccine resistant and the national
vaccination rate now sits at 95%?
There are a number of factors that
helped drive the rate this high.
They include:
Good leadership and clear communication from both the prime
minster and director-general of
health
leveraging initial fear about the
arrival of new variants, Delta and
Omicron
widespread implementation of
vaccine mandates and border closure, both of which have become

increasingly controversial
the devolution by government of
vaccination responsibilities to community groups, particularly those at
highest risk such as Māori, Pasifika
and those with mental health challenges.

tance of understanding individual
life histories and different ways of
thinking about the world – which
are both attributable to adversities
experienced by some people early
in life. This has the added benefit of
encouraging a more compassionate

How then do we reconcile
our finding that 13% of our
cohort were vaccine resistant
and the national vaccination
rate now sits at 95%? There
are a number of factors that
helped drive the rate this high
A distinct advantage of the community-driven approach is that it
harnesses more intimate knowledge about people and their needs,
thereby creating high(er) trust for
decision-making about vaccination.
This is consistent with our findings which highlight the impor-

view towards vaccine resistance,
which might ultimately translate
into higher rates of vaccine preparedness.For many, the move
from a one-size-fits-all approach
occurred too slowly and this is an
important lesson for the future.
Another lesson is that achieving
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high vaccination rates has not been
free of “cost” to individuals, families and communities. It has been a
struggle to persuade many citizens
to get vaccinated and it would be
unrealistic not to expect some residual resentment or anger among
those most heavily affected by these
decisions.
Preparing for the next pandemic
COVID-19 is unlikely to be the
last pandemic. Recommendations
about how governments should prepare for future pandemics often involve medical technology solutions
such as improvements in testing,
vaccine delivery and treatments, as
well as better-prepared hospitals.
Other recommendations emphasise economic solutions such as a
world pandemic fund, more resilient supply chains and global coordination of vaccine distribution.
The contribution of our research is
the appreciation that citizens’ vaccine resistance is a lifelong psychological style of misinterpreting
information during crisis situations
that is laid down before high school
age.
We recommend that national
preparation for future pandemics
should include preventive education to teach school children about
virus epidemiology, mechanisms of
infection, infection-mitigating behaviours and vaccines. Early education can prepare the public to appreciate the need for hand-washing,
mask-wearing, social distancing
and vaccination.
Early education about viruses
and vaccines could provide citizens with a pre-existing knowledge
framework, reduce citizens’ level of
uncertainty in a future pandemic,
prevent emotional stress reactions
and enhance openness to health
messaging. Technology and money
are two key tools in a pandemicpreparedness strategy, but the third
vital tool should be a prepared citizenry.
The takeaway messages are twofold. First, do not scorn or belittle
vaccine-resistant people, but rather
attempt to glean a deeper understanding on “where they’re coming from” and try to address their
concerns without judgement. This
is best achieved by empowering the
local communities that vaccine resisters are most likely to trust.
The second key insight points to
a longer-term strategy that involves
education about pandemics and the
value of vaccinations in protecting
the community. This needs to begin when children are young, and
of course it must be delivered in an
age-appropriate way. This would be
wise simply because, when it comes
to future pandemics, it’s not a matter of if, but when.
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BCL LIMITED (IN LIQUIDATION)
Proposed Sale of Certain Assets
The assets of BCL Limited (In Liquidation) (“BCL”)
presents an opportunity to invest in copper
and nickel producing assets (including Cobalt
and PGM’s) and associated infrastructure in the
Republic of Botswana (“Botswana”).
The Minerals Development Company Botswana
(Proprietary) Limited (“MDCB”), a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Government of Botswana,
owns 100% the shares in BCL. BCL was placed in
provisional liquidation by order of the High Court
of Botswana on 9 October 2016. BCL was placed in
final liquidation on 15 June 2017.
The Liquidator of BCL, Trevor Glaum N.O., with
the support of the Government of Botswana, has
successfully entered into a transaction with a
purchaser who has acquired that portion of the BCL
mining area comprising Selebi North and Selebi
mines together with associated infrastructure
(“Disposed Assets”). Subsequent to the transaction
pursuant to which the Disposed Assets have been
sold, the Liquidator now seeks to dispose of the
remaining assets of BCL to an interested party
who is able to recommence operations and return
the BCL Group to profitability. The assets are
associated within the Phikwe surface mining area
have been categorised into core mining assets and
non-mining assets and are as follows:
Mining Assets
• #3-SHAFT (Including #1-Shaft UG together with
an Open Pit)
• The BCL Tailings Storage Facility (TSF)
• #1-Shaft surface area and Concentrator
Non-mining Assets
• BCL Flash furnace smelter complex (including
Slag Dump, Cryogenic Oxygen Plant &
Laboratory).
The Outotec flash smelting
furnace is capable of smelting up to 900 ktpa of
concentrate per annum under ideal operating
conditions. In terms of throughput, this is one
of the largest furnaces of its kind in the world.
The smelting furnace is adjacent to BCL’s mining
and concentrating operations
• Administration Block comprising a double story
office building and related infrastructure
• Workshop facilities and related infrastructure
• a 20 bed hospital with modern equipment
including an operating theatre and a swing
absorption oxygen generator (the only one in
Botswana)
• a stand-alone residential training facility situate
on an approximately 14,700 sq metre river-

•
•

front property in Motloutse
Magazine
buildings
and
associated
infrastructure utilised for the storage of blasting
equipment and materials
4 Steam Locomotives together with various
bottom discharging 12 ton trucks

The proposed disposal of the mining and nonmining assets of BCL will be through a structured
competitive tender process and accordingly all
parties that have an interest in acquiring individual
assets of BCL, should be prepared to participate in
a competitive process. The Liquidator is inviting
offers from parties interested in acquiring the
assets of BCL as a whole or those parties who are
interested in the acquisition of only certain assets.
Interested parties are hereby invited to register
their interest with the Liquidator.
Interested parties will thereafter be issued with a
non-disclosure agreement (“NDA”) together with
a memorandum of understanding (“MoU”) to
facilitate the provision of a Limited Information
Memorandum document (“LIM”) which will set out
the information required to be submitted as part
of their indicative offer.
Please note that separate LIMs will be issued for the
Mining Assets and each of the Non-Mining Assets.
The LIM will contain details of the process to be
followed which process will lead to the submission
of an indicative offer for the acquisition of the
assets sought to be acquired. Against receipt of
a duly executed NDA and MoU interested parties
will receive the applicable LIM together with being
granted access to a data room on Monday, 16 May
2022.
Following execution of the NDA and the MoU
interested parties will be invited to participate in a
confirmatory due diligence and site visits in order
to arrive at indicative offers and as further recorded
in the LIM.
Interested parties are invited to respond to the
email address below to receive the NDA. All
enquiries, requests and correspondence should be
directed to the Liquidator at trevor@sanek.co.za.
The Liquidator reserves the right at his sole
discretion to amend, withdraw from or terminate
the disposal process at any time.
Trevor Glaum N.O.
Liquidator of BCL Limited – In Liquidation
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Sacu Maps Out
Universal
Industrialisation
Policy
• Each member state
allocated a sector to drive
• Botswana to lead leather
and leather products
KATLEGO RAKOLA

I

n its quest to develop the region into a fully
industrialised bloc with thriving businesses
across key economic sectors, the Southern
African Customs Union (SACU) recently held
an investment roundtable.
This forum reviewed progress into developing
the region’s value chains, which are believed to
be the steppingstones towards an industrialised
SACU. This together with improved trade within the region could propel SACU into an independent bloc industrially.
The Economic Advisor at the Ministry of
Investment, Trade and Industry, who is also
Chairman of the SACU Technical Committee
on Industrialisation, Export Promotion, Investment Attraction and Promotion, Dr Joel Sentsho, told The Botswana Gazette that the investment roundtable allowed members to map out
specific projects and investment opportunities
under key industries to be developed within five
value chains, namely agro-processing, pharmaceutics, horticulture (fruits and vegetables) and
textiles and clothing.

“Within the value chains,
member states have come
up with projects to pursue,”
Dr Sentsho explained. “As
Botswana, we are going to be
dealing with the leather and
leather products sub-sector
under agro-processing.
“Within the value chains, member states have
come up with projects to pursue,” Dr Sentsho
explained. “As Botswana, we are going to be
dealing with the leather and leather products
sub-sector under agro-processing. We are targeting the automotive industry in South Africa.
Meat and meat products is being undertaken by
Namibia. Medicinal products, cosmetics and
essential oils will be led by South Africa. Textiles and clothing is for Lesotho while Eswatini
will lead in fruits and vegetables.”
He emphasised that the private sector will
lead the sectors facilitated by development finance institutions in each SACU country. “The
private sector has to come up with bankable
projects and will connect with development financing institutions, banks and other financiers
to get these projects going,” he said.
The vision is to tap into the SACU market of
60 million people, expand to the SADC region
of over 250 million before taking advantage of
the AfCFTA’s market of 1.3 billion people. “We
see AfCFTA as an opportunity for all of us as
member states,” Dr Sentsho said. “We know we
have been targeting more the developed countries but will not neglect this market because we
see opportunities in the region too.”
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Botho University (BU)
Virtual Employability Fair
A Resounding Success

W

ith 25 years as pioneers of innovation and excellence in
higher education, Botho University (BU) continues to excel in provision of cutting edge innovation as they
successfully hosted their first ever virtual
employability fair.
This state of the art expo connected different stakeholders virtually through the
use of a sophisticated high tech online
meeting application called “Airmeet”.
BU exploited this jaw dropping platform
for virtual summits to deliver a rich networking experience between the students
and their prospective employers remotely. The theme for the fair was “Creating
Opportunities in the Changing Nature
of Work and Skills in the Digital Age.”
There were a lot of interactive sessions
for graduates from different companies
such as mobile network operators, parastatals, government departments, and financial services.

BU exploited this jaw
dropping platform for
virtual summits to
deliver a rich networking
experience between
the students and their
prospective employers
remotely.

Distinct activities throughout this one
hour exhibition included announcements
and presentations. All attendants were required to complete their individual profiles which comprised of qualifications
and abilities and also one was expected to
visit various stalls as well as host private
meetings with fellow participants. The
dashboard also included newsfeed and
alerts for announcements, the schedule
tab where you can arrange your different
activities and messages box.
Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Finance, and
Employability, Dr Priya Iyer highlighted
that employability sits at the centre of
Botho University’s strategy hence the
importance of students going on the journey of the Botho Graduate Profile (BGP).
She asserted that when COVID-19 hit,
Botho University partnered with Virtual
Internships, a platform that enabled students to take on remote internships with
companies globally, which in the end
armed them with cross-cultural experiences from around the world. Dr Iyer
urged the graduates to be committed to
continuous learning which will help them
adapt to the ever-changing needs of today’s labour market and seize opportunities available to strengthen their portfolios to become industry ready graduates.
Dr Iyer alluded that it is crucial to acquire
the skills to be flexible and adaptable to
become versatile professionals by learning through different experiences.
In a discussion forum led by ViceChancellor of Botho University, Dr
Sheela Raja Ram, one of the international delegates Mofope Israel-Adegboye
indicated that students should always be

ahead of the times and embrace technology to be competitive the labour market
and business. She also cited that with regard to CVs, a recent study has established
that with advancement in technology soon
recruiters will require short videos to also
counter on postures and confidence from
physical evidence. Furthermore, Mofope stressed that it is imperative to also
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be ready for challenges in the workplace
like dealing with difficult supervisors and
noted that where you are pushed hard
that’s where you become a trailblazer as
you will acquire the skills to catapult you
to greatest heights. Remote working was
also considered to be the best thing today
and another delegate Rachel Criso from
Virtual Internships underlined the convenience that comes with effective technology by breaking boarders. “Technology has
indeed changed the culture of traditional
way of doing things and make it flexible
for one to not only work from the office
but anywhere providing convenience and
quicker boundless communication.” Additionally, volunteering was highly recommended as it’s said to be beneficial to
students in gaining real-world experience

and impart important habits like leadership, problem-solving, and time-management as well as interpersonal skills and
teamwork through working with different
people.
Tshwaraganang Job Letlhoagoje, Emmanuel Thabang Keolapile, and Kgalalelo
walked away with prizes courtesy of Jenny Internet which offered free home internet connection for one year and other prizes. Other exhibiting companies includes
Orange Botswana, CEDA, LEA, FNB,
Alpha Direct, Alex Forbes, BNPC, BTC,
ITEC, Flotek, Youngminds, e-Detectives,
Letshego, RPC Data, BIH, IT IQ, Task
Bench, Century Office Supplies, Youth
Impact, Human Resources Professional’s
Society Botswana, Youth Hub, KGK Diamonds Botswana, Intellegere Holdings.

BU

2022
Intake

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

FACULTY OF BUSINESS & ACCOUNTING

Bachelors Programmes in

Bachelors Programmes in

» Computer Engineering

» Business Management

» Electrical Engineering

» Small Business Management

» Computing

» Accounting

» Computer Networking

» Finance

» Multimedia Systems

» Investment and Banking

» Network Security and Computer Forensics

» Risk Management

Certiﬁcate Programmes in

» Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA)

» Electrical Installation and Maintenance

Certiﬁcate Programme in

» Computer Hardware Maintenance & Networking

» New Venture Creation

» Database Administration

FACULTY OF HEALTH & EDUCATION

» Desktop Publishing

Bachelors Programme in

» Graphic Design and Animation

» Health Information Management

» Web Designing

Diploma Programme in

» CISCO Certiﬁed Network Associate - Routing and Switching

» Occupational Health and Safety

FACULTY OF HOSPITALITY & SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
Bachelors Programme in
» Hospitality Management

Diploma Programmes in
» Events Management
» Travel Operations

All our programmes are accredited by
BQA -Botswana Qualiﬁcations Authority
*DTEF Eligibility criteria apply
*Government sponsorship available

GABORONE CAMPUS

Botho Education Park, Kgale, Gaborone
P. O. Box 501564, Gaborone, Botswana
Tel: +267 363 5421/ 363 5422
Email: admissions@bothouniversity.ac.bw

APPLY NOW!
botswana.bothouniversity.com
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division of roles and powers, such that the
company becomes a well-oiled machine
and thereby creating a perfect ecosystem
between the shareholders, directors, as
well as management of the company.
For example, shareholders can be empowered to give directions to, or overturn
decisions of, the company’s directors.
It is not prudent to simply copy the constitution that is in the Companies Act as
some of the provisions could be limiting
and not beneficial to your business needs
and interests. It is more prudent to get legal
assistance to ensure that your constitution

is in compliance with the provisions of the
Companies Act and is in the best interests
of your business in line with the Companies Act.
Some key things to consider when developing a constitution include the following:
• Objectives of the business - what is the
purpose of your business and what does
it want to achieve.
• Decision-making structures - how will
decisions be made? Will anyone other
than the
directors have power to make decisions?

E

!

h
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It is worth noting that in light of the new amendments, all companies that do not have a constitution
by 25 February 2023 shall be de-registered from the Companies and Intellectual Property Authority
(CIPA).
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n 25 February 2022, the Companies Act [Cap 42:01], was
amended to make it a requirement for all businesses to have a constitution. Previously, when it wasn’t mandatory, in the the case of a dispute for
example, Cap 42:01 is what would be
regarded as the default constitution of a
registered business.
I know what many of you are probably
thinking. “Not another unexpected and
unnecessary hurdle I have to jump over
just to run my business!” Through my
experience dealing with the legal pitfalls
companies unwittingly find themselves
in, this is a welcome development.
A company constitution is the foundation of good governance in any company,
no matter how big or small they may be.
Benefits of a constitution
A constitution is tailored to suit your
company’s individual operations. This
means it gives you much greater flexibility and certainty in your governance, and
allows you to have more control as your
company grows or changes over time.
A constitution may also work well to
amend the balance of power between
shareholders and directors versus management in the event there is a gap in control. The constitution clearly outlines the
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From a legal perspective, this a
welcome development.

he

Constitutions Now Mandatory
For All Companies!
CK HER

What powers should shareholders
have over decisions made by the directors and to what extent do these
powers go?
• Rules and Regulations – what specific rules and regulations will be
applicable to the company.
It is worth noting that in light of the
new amendments, all companies that
do not have a constitution by 25 February 2023 shall be de-registered from
the Companies and Intellectual Property Authority (CIPA). It is therefore
imperative that each and every company have a constitution before the set
deadline of 25 February 2025.

The Seven Bs of a Brand Series (Part 1)

A

brand is made up of various
strategic components that allow it to function. These components must be serviced and continuously improved for a brand to operate
to the best of its ability.
Brand Positioning
Brand positioning is a marketing
strategy that helps businesses differentiate themselves from competitors. It is
the space that a brand controls in the
mind of a customer and how it differentiates itself from competitors.
For example, whenever you ask an

elderly member what beverage they
want (o batla drinke efe ntate?), in most,
if not all instances they’d respond,
“O ntlele Coke.” In their minds, the
first brand they think of when you say
“drink” is Coke. This goes to show that
Coca Cola has succeeded in positioning
itself in their mind.
There are different types of brand positioning strategies, and each is determined by an organisation’s strategy. As
the strategy changes, so should brand
positioning strategy.
1. Positioning of high quality
A brand marketing technique that focuses on positioning themselves by
quality. Consumers want to know
that your products and services are
dependable, long-lasting and costeffective.
An example is Tesla. Their vehicles
are expensive, but they are also highend brands. Therefore, their branding emphasises the quality of their
vehicles rather than the price of their
vehicles.

Choppies, for example,
has positioned itself
in the minds of its
customers by delivering
low pricing rather
than high prices, as
their marketing slogan,
“Value for Your Money,”
indicates.
2. Positioning based on price or quality
The psychological effect of value is
created by a high-priced item whilst
the benefits of affordability can be
played up by a low-priced item. Marketers could either talk about the
low price without compromising the
quality or talk about the quality to
defend the high price, depending on

the strategy.
Choppies, for example, has positioned itself in the minds of its customers by delivering low pricing
rather than high prices, as their marketing slogan, “Value for Your Money,” indicates.
As time passes and brand positioning
reaches a desirable level, businesses
can gradually raise prices and only a
few will notice.
Other brands, such as MercedesBenz, keep their marketing focused
on quality to the point that customers
are ready to pay a premium for their
vehicles (which is usually rather expensive). “The Best or Nothing” is
their slogan, which reflects their positioning strategy.
3. Positioning based on benefit
As one of the most common tactics
for selling a brand, benefits positioning is to highlight the best aspects of your products. It responds
to the question of how might this
product make the lives of customers
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Western Hysteria
around Bucha
and Kramatorsk
in Ukraine

I

n connection with the continuous Western fakes in
Media around the alleged massacre of civilians in
Bucha and missile attack on the railway station in
Kramatorsk the Embassy would like to present the following facts to make the situation clear for the Botswana
audience:
All the photos and videos published by the Kiev regime
allegedly testifying to some “crimes” committed by Russian servicemen in Bucha, Kiev region are just another
provocation.
During the time that the town has been under the control
of the Russian armed forces, not a single local resident has
suffered from any violent action. Russian servicemen have
delivered and distributed 452 tonnes of humanitarian aid
to civilians in Kiev Region.
For as long as the town was under the control of the
Russian armed forces and even then, up to now, locals in
Bucha were moving freely around the town and using cellular phones.
The exits from Bucha were not blocked. All local residents were free to leave the town in northern direction,
including to the Republic of Belarus. At the same time,
the southern outskirts of the city, including residential areas, were shelled round the clock by Ukrainian troops with
large-calibre artillery, tanks and multiple launch rocket
systems.
All Russian units withdrew completely from Bucha as
early as March 30, the day after the Russia-Ukraine faceto-face round of talks in Turkey.
Moreover, on March 31, the mayor of Bucha, Anatoliy
Fedoruk, confirmed in a video message that there were no
Russian servicemen in the town, but he did not even mention any locals shot in the streets with their hands tied.
It is not surprising, therefore, that all the so-called “evidence of crimes” in Bucha did not emerge until the fourth
day, when the Security Service of Ukraine and representatives of Ukrainian media arrived in the town.
It is of particular worry that all the bodies of the people
whose images have been published by the Kiev regime are
not stiffened after at least four days, have no typical cadaver stains, and the wounds contain unconsumed blood.
All this confirms conclusively that the photos and video
footage from Bucha are another hoax, a staged production
and provocation by the Kiev regime for the Western media, as was the case in Mariupol with the maternity hospital, as well as in other cities.
The similar situation is with the alleged missile attack by
Russia on the railway station in Kramatorsk city on April
8. The Russian Armed Forces did not plan to carry out any
firing missions in this area.
In particular Tochka-U tactical missiles, the wreckage of
which was found near the Kramatorsk railway station and
published by eyewitnesses, are used by Ukrainian Armed
Forces only.
On March 14, 2022, a similar Tochka-U missile of Division of 19th Separate Missile Brigade of the Ukrainian
Armed Forces struck the centre of Donetsk, killing 17 people on the spot and injuring another 36 civilians.
-Press Release Of The Embassy Of The Russian Federation In The Republic Of Botswana - April 18, 2022.

President of Mozambique Filipe Jacinto Nyusi and President Dr Mokgweetsi Masisi officiated the commissioning of the Samora Moses Machel museum in Lobatse. Botswana and Mozambique First Ladies, Neo J Masisi and Isaura Nyusi were present among others
during the ceremony. (Pic:Monirul Bhuiyan/PRESS PHOTO)

B-FAR Calls For An End To
The Khama vs. Masisi Feud
T
here is a powerful African proverb that says,
“When elephants fight, the grass gets trampled.” The proverb fittingly describes the
unfortunate situation in Botswana where acrimonious differences between former President Ian Khama
and his successor President Mokgweetsi Masisi have
boiled over and threaten the country’s social and political stability. True to the African proverb, when powerful forces go to war, it is their people, the innocent
ones who never asked for the conflict in the first place
who get caught and are hurt and killed in the crossfire.
Botswana Forum for Action and Reform (B-FAR)
calls for the immediate end to the protracted feud between former President Khama and sitting President
Masisi. The presidential belligerence has not only
stolen the focus from pertinent national challenges
like, “the worrisome levels of social risks, especially
inequality, poverty and unemployment,” but is also
tarnishing the good name of the country in the eyes of
the global community. The county has hitherto been
extolled as a shining example of liberal democracy,
good governance, and a hopeful model for Africa but
the enmity between the two is fast eroding this hope.
As head of state and government, as well as the
commander-in-chief of the armed forces, according
to the Constitution of Botswana, the buck stops with
President Masisi to ensure national harmony, peace
and security. The president holds executive power of
Botswana and we remind him that when he took the
oath of office he pledged to serve the country, “I wish
and hasten to remind all victors, regardless of political affiliation, that our duty is to serve the interests of

Botswana and Batswana without fear or favour.”
In his acceptance speech, President Masisi pledged
to relentlessly uphold the rule of law, “I would like
to reiterate that I am committed to the rule of law in
this country, so as to enhance confidence and send a
message to all of us that the law must be upheld or
face consequences of non-compliance.” We therefore
call on the president to take firm and decisive action to
ensure the safety and security of Batswana from external or internal threats. Failure to do so will be nothing
short of an abdication of his presidential responsibilities.

As head of state and
government, as well as the
commander-in-chief of the
armed forces, according to the
Constitution of Botswana, the
buck stops with President Masisi
to ensure national harmony,
peace and security.

We agree with the recent Bertelsmann Stiftung’s
Transformation Index (BTI Transformation Index)
that, “The public dispute between President Masisi and Ian Khama, presents a serious threat to the
country’s economic, political and social stability.” As
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B-FAR Calls for an
End to the Khama
vs. Masisi Feud
From Page 12

committed nationalists, we refuse to sit idle while
the needless differences between a sitting president
and his predecessor hold the country’s development at
ransom.
In like manner, we call on former President Khama
to desist from his meddlesome attempts to rule this
country from the grave. He has served two terms as
president of the Republic without interference from
his predecessors and must respect our Constitution
and subject himself to it. We remind him that he is the
architect of much of the myriad of the socio-economic
and political morass we currently find ourselves in.
The former president is fanning tribalism and division.
It is utterly dangerous to combine tribal issues with
partisan politics as he is carelessly doing. It is exploitation of Bangwato to camouflage a few loyalists and
political supporters as representatives of the tribe, and
an abuse of the Serowe kgotla to settle personal political scores.

In like manner, we call on former
President Khama to desist from
his meddlesome attempts to rule
this country from the grave. He has
served two terms as president of the
Republic without interference from
his predecessors and must respect
our Constitution and subject himself
to it.
Truth be told, his battle is personal, vindictive and
is driven by a high level of vendetta, so much that he
cares little to drag any willing soul into it. Great leaders fought to the end and in sacrifice to free their people, instead he uses anything and anyone to achieve
his personal goal of ousting a sitting president even
at the cost of national peace and stability. He attacks
the country with the same vile as he attacks the sitting
president. His claims to ‘save’ the people from dictatorship, poor governance etc, are ludicrous for he created and perfected the system. We need to be saved
from him, not by him. We demand that the former
president disentangles himself from the political fabric
of the country and allows elected citizens to do their
work. He has caused enough damage already.
It is regrettable that both men fail the statesman appraisal on this matter and go on to rebuffed mediation
attempts by both political and traditional leadership.
This brings into question their country-first patriotic
ethos. Conversely, we also observe some opportunistic
and inflammatory maneuvers from across the political divide that are fanning the flames of this irrational
conflict for political mileage. We urge Batswana to be
vigilant and not allow themselves to be used as cannon
fodder in this futile strife. Batswana must jealously
guard the founding democratic values and principles
of this proud, tolerant and inclusive nation. Any political leader who preaches disunity of Botswana must be
shunned and treated with absolute disdain.
B-FAR demands an immediate end to this vain rivalry and calls on citizens, other civic organizations,
the church and political formations to exert pressure
on former President Khama and sitting President Masisi to resolve their differences and refocus their energies on the socio-economic challenges besieging the
country.
Fatshe Leno, La Rona!
-Botswana Forum for Action and Reform

FNB’s slogan is “How Can We Help You?,” and Express Credit is “Money When You Need It.” This means that whatever assistance a
customer requires, FNB is there to serve, and when you need a little additional cash, Express Credit is there to help. Pic:Techzim

easier?Sensodyne is an example of a company
that uses benefit positioning to position itself as
a provider of oral medical solutions. While other
toothpastes focus on whitening and bad breath
reduction, Sensodyne has focused on the medical elements of oral hygiene, which is a unique
feature in the market and has helped them stand
out.
4. Positioning based on problem solving
Many brands promote themselves as a solution
to their clients’ concerns. The goal of such positioning is to convey that this brand can quickly
and effectively solve your concerns.
This method is typically used by banks, insurance companies, and loan providers. Their messaging emphasises how their service addresses a
consumer’s financial necessity. FNB’s slogan is
“How Can We Help You?,” and Express Credit
is “Money When You Need It.” This means that
whatever assistance a customer requires, FNB is
there to serve, and when you need a little additional cash, Express Credit is there to help.
5. Competition-centric positioning
This approach entails a brand’s positioning in relation to its competitors. The messaging is usually obvious and straightforward and addresses
the competition directly. However, some companies may make an indirect reference to them.
This method appeals to mobile phone manufacturers, especially Apple and Samsung. Samsung
released an ad in October 2020 mocking Apple for
not including a charging brick with the iPhone 12.
It was a photo of a charging brick with the text “Included with your Galaxy” on it.
6. Celebrity-driven positioning
Engaging celebrities as ambassadors or endorsing a company’s product or service is another
way to position an organisation. You can improve brand awareness and familiarity by associating your company with a well-known figure.
This familiarity motivates customers to imitate
or follow in the footsteps of the celebrity.
Because of this method, the beauty industry has
flourished.
To create an effective positioning strategy, Marketers should:
1. Firstly, identify your niche. What makes your
brand different from its competitors.
2. Identify a brand positioning strategy that is
aligned with the organisation’s strategy.
3. Determine your target audience. It assists you
in narrowing your focus so that you may better

serve your customers’ needs.
4. Create a brand positioning statement. A brand
positioning statement is a one- or two-sentence
statement that summarises what your product
or service is, who your target customer is, and
what benefit(s) your brand provides.
5. Be Consistent. Your brand’s signature style

Engaging celebrities as
ambassadors or endorsing a
company’s product or service
is another way to position an
organisation. You can improve
brand awareness and familiarity
by associating your company
with a well-known figure. This
familiarity motivates customers
to imitate or follow in the
footsteps of the celebrity.
should be present in all your touch points and
marketing messaging.
6. Research. Make sure you’re paying attention
to what your customers have to say. This will
help create products that are tailored to the
needs of individuals who want them, resulting in increased sales. Conduct competitor research as well. If you’re always aware of where
you are among your competition, you will be
able to position yourself favourably.
7. Continuously strive to improve. Examine the
impact of the utilised strategy and the organisation to determine what you excel at and where
you fall short.
Brand position is one of the most important aspects of the complete brand architecture and strategy since it communicates the brand’s values, ethos,
vision, and foundations. In a world where brands
compete on a global basis, having a strong positioning plan is critical to a company’s success.
With one down and six to go, discover out what
other aspects of your brand need to be improved in
the next article.
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According to the statement, the value of rough diamond
sales (global sightholder sales and auctions) for De Beers’
third sales cycle of 2022, amounts to $565 million. “As
we head into the seasonally slower second quarter of the
year, diamond businesses are adopting a more cautious
and watchful approach in light of the war in Ukraine and
associated sanctions, as well as COVID-19 lockdowns in
China,” Cleaver said in the statement.

“As a result, the provisional
rough diamond sales figure
quoted for Cycle 3 represents
the expected sales value for the
period 28 March to 12 April and
remains subject to adjustment
based on final completed sales,”
Cleaver
On the back of robust demand for rough diamonds in 2021, growing jewellery sales in the first quarter of 2022 and continued year-on-year
growth in consumer demand for diamond jewellery, demand for De Beers Group rough diamonds remained strong in the third sales cycle
of 2022, the company’s CEO, Bruce Cleaver, has said in an Anglo-American media statement released recently.

Demand For De Beers
Rough Remains Strong
Sales Cycle 3 of 2022 amounts to $565m
GAZETTE REPORTER

O

n the back of robust demand for rough diamonds
in 2021, growing jewellery sales in the first quarter of 2022 and continued year-on-year growth in
consumer demand for diamond jewellery, demand for De

Beers Group rough diamonds remained strong in the third
sales cycle of 2022, the company’s CEO, Bruce Cleaver,
has said in an Anglo-American media statement released
recently.
The De Beers Cycle 3 2022 provisional sales value represents sales as at 12 April 2022.

He noted that owing to the restrictions on the movement
of people and products in various jurisdictions around the
globe, De Beers Group has continued to implement a more
flexible approach to rough diamond sales during the third
sales cycle of 2022, with the sight event extended beyond
its normal week-long duration.
“As a result, the provisional rough diamond sales figure
quoted for Cycle 3 represents the expected sales value for
the period 28 March to 12 April and remains subject to adjustment based on final completed sales,” he said.
De Beers Group is a multinational company that specialises in diamond exploration, diamond mining, diamond
retail, diamond trading and industrial manufacturing. The
company is active in open-pit and large-scale alluvial,
coastal and deep mining. It operates in 35 countries, including Botswana from where it generates 75 percent of
its earnings.
De Beers’ major shareholder is Anglo American, which
owns 85 percent of the company. The remaining 15 percent
is owned by the Government of Botswana. De Beers Group
and its partners produce around one third of the world’s
rough diamonds by value. De Beers sells rough diamonds
to the global diamantaires through its diamond trading and
auctions businesses. It sells polished diamonds and diamond jewellery via its Forevermark and De Beers Jewellers businesses.

Job Growth lies in Secondary and Tertiary Sectors – Serame
Minister says primary sectors like mining are waning
GAZETTE REPORTER

I

Minister of Finance and Economic Development, Peggy Serame

n order to create more job opportunities going into the
future, Botswana needs to further exploit its existing
comparative advantage across sectors such as mining,
beef, light manufacturing and tourism and build upon successes in these areas, the Minister of Finance and Economic Development, Peggy Serame, has said.
Responding to a question in Parliament recently, Minister Serame said Botswana’s economy has depended on
natural resources and raw materials for its GDP growth for
too long, particularly primary sectors of mining and agriculture.
“The country’s endowment in these natural resources has
given it a comparative advantage in the production of diamonds and beef in particular,” she noted.
She added that although these have created many jobs
in the past, their growth has slowed down with a corresponding shift towards an increasing contribution to GDP
growth and employment opportunities from secondary and
tertiary sectors like manufacturing, construction, tourism
and services.
“It must also be noted that comparative advantage is
not static and can be developed strategically over time by

appropriate investment and policy support,” she said.
“There is great potential in exploiting niche opportunities
offered by the secondary and tertiary sectors.
“These include selected manufacturing sub-sectors
such as building materials, furniture, pharmaceuticals,
vehicle components … as well as solar energy production, information and communication technology related
businesses; developing the creative industry, education,
as well as business and financial services.”
Serame told Parliament that the latest Quarterly MultiTopic Survey (by Statistics Botswana) which is that of
the fourth quarter 2021 (October to December of2021)
estimated the country’s general unemployment rate to be
26 percent, which translates to 252,316 people.
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Cresta Pursues More Leases
For Development In Botswana
• Chair and MD bullish about future of hospitality
• Group had cash resources of P53.2m (2021: at the end of 2021

President of Mozambique Filipe Jacinto Nyusi and President Dr Mokgweetsi Masisi officiated the commissioning of the Samora Moses Machel museum in Lobatse on 14 April
2022. Pic:Monirul Bhuiyan/PRESS PHOTO)

Botswana no longer
Highest Ranked in
Africa on Policy

After recently signing a lease for development for a 62-roomed hotel in Mahalapye, Cresta Marakanelo is pursuing two additional leases for development in Botswana which are expected to be signed during the second
quarter of 2022. Photo Credit:www.tripadvisor.com/
GAZETTE REPORTER

A

fter recently signing a lease for development for a 62-roomed hotel in Mahalapye, Cresta Marakanelo is pursuing
two additional leases for development in Botswana which are expected to be signed during
the second quarter of 2022.
This is revealed by Cresta Chairman Moatlhodi Lekaukau and Managing Director Mokwena Morulane in the latest financials of Botswana’s leading hotel services provider.
According to the two, Cresta is working on
the leases mainly because the company believes in the future of the hospitality and tourism sector in Botswana.
According to the report, Cresta’s revenue
in the 2022 financial year has been increasing
steadily on a month-to-month basis. So far,
compared to the prior year, the growth is over
95 percent while only 9 percent below the preCOVID revenue levels of the 2019 financial
year.
“This steady improvement in performance
indicates the recovery trajectory of the hospitality and tourism industry,” they say in
Cresta’s financial results for the year ended 31
December 2021 released recently.
“The Group expects to continue to see improved performance throughout the coming year. Despite these signs of the business
rebounding, the Group will continue with its
cash preservation measures, while building up
cash resources for a phased refurbishment of
the properties.”
Lekaukau and Morulane state that Cresta’s
total assets decreased by 3 percent in the year
under review compared to the year ended 31
December 2020. “The decrease in assets was
primarily because of the capital expenditure
freeze and the depreciation of assets,” they
wrote.
“This decrease was partially offset by the increase in right of use assets, following the 10year extension of the Cresta Mahalapye Hotel
lease, as well as the increase in deferred tax
assets recognised.
“Total liabilities increased following the

recognition of P30 million Cresta Mahalapye
lease liability as well as a P25 million working capital facility drawdown made during the
year. The Group had cash resources of P53.2
million (2021: P56.7m) at the end of the year.”
They note that during the year under review,
P15.6 million was generated from continuing
operations, which is a significant improvement
from the prior year when P8.6 million was utilised in operating activities.

Lekaukau and Morulane
state that Cresta’s total
assets decreased by 3
percent in the year under
review compared to the year
ended 31 December 2020.
“The decrease in assets was
primarily because of the
capital expenditure freeze
and the depreciation of
assets,” they wrote.
“The improvement was due to the increase
in revenues and the improvement in working
capital management,” Lekaukau and Morulane wrote in the report. “Net cash utilised in
investing activities amounted to P6.1 million
(2020: P17.7m utilised). The reduction in cash
outflow on investing activities was due to the
capital expenditure freeze as well as the inclusion in the prior year of P9million related to
the acquisition of a hotel property.
With regards to financing activities from
continuing operations, P10.4 million (2020:
P18.2m) was utilised, split between bank loan
repayments of P14.9 million (2020: P10.3m)
and leasing hotel properties P20.5 million
(2020: P16.9m). 2021 financing activities
were lower because of a receipt of P25 million
(2020: P9.0m) borrowings.”

Botswana’s score reflects increased concerns over
political stability and taxation regime
GAZETTE REPORTER

T

he Fraser Institute’s Annual Survey of Mining Companies for 2021 shows
that Botswana lost its ranking as the top African jurisdiction in terms of
policy, this publication can reveal.
The survey by Fraser Institute is an attempt to assess how mineral endowments and public policy factors such as taxation and regulatory uncertainty affect exploration investment.
The survey, which is sent to approximately 2,200 exploration, development
and other mining-related companies around the world, was conducted from 23
August to 19 November 2021. The companies that participated in the survey
reported exploration spending of US$2.51 billion in 2021 and US$1.79 billion
in 2019.
To measure a country’s overall Investment Attractiveness Index (IAI), the
survey combines the Best Practices Mineral Potential index, which rates regions
based on their geologic attractiveness, and the Policy Perception Index (PPI),
a composite index that measures the effects of government policy on attitudes
toward exploration investment.
The survey of the year under review provides an evaluation of 84 jurisdictions
(around the world) as compared to 77 of 2020.
“While it is useful to measure the attractiveness of a jurisdiction based on
policy factors such as onerous regulations, taxation levels, the quality of infrastructure, and the other policy-related questions that respondents answered,
the Policy Perception Index alone does not recognise the fact that investment
decisions are often sizably based on the pure mineral potential of a jurisdiction,”
the report reads.
“Respondents consistently indicate that approximately 40 percent of their investment decision is determined by policy factors.”
The latest survey indicates that Botswana is no longer the highest ranked
jurisdiction in Africa on policy (PPI) after being ranked 4th out of 15 African
countries that were evaluated in the survey in the period under review. Of all 84
countries evaluated (globally), Botswana is ranked 31st on PPI score, which is
22 percent drop as compared to the 15th position (of 77) of 2020.
According to the survey, Botswana’s significant decrease in its PPI score
reflects increased concerns over the uncertainty concerning protected areas,
political stability, labour regulations/employment conditions, and the taxation
regime.
The survey also found out that Botswana has dropped in the IAI score as it
now ranked 66th (of 84) as compared to the 11th position (of 77) in 2020. Continentally, the country ranks 9th out of 15 African countries evaluated.
Meanwhile, Fraser Institute Survey indicates that the median score for Africa
on the Investment Attractiveness Index showed a decrease of almost 9 points in
the year under review.
“With a median score of 51.87, Africa is the second least attractive region for
mining investment when accounting for both mineral potential and policy, according to miners,” the survey reads.
“In addition, Africa’s median PPI score decreased by almost 1 point. All African jurisdictions, with the exception of Namibia, Tanzania, and Mauritania saw
declines in their policy scores.”
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A Tale of Two Cities:
Case Studies in Inflation
Botswana - which is not self-sufficient in energy or food - manages to keep price
increases down better than Uganda, which is a net exporter of food and whose
power mix is produced locally from hydroelectricity. Special Correspondents
DOUGLAS RASBASH in Gaborone and WARREN ABALO in Kampala report

P

Seek BURS’
Nod When
Terminating
Employees

I

n some instances, employers may be forced to cut
down on their labour force due to low productivity or
as a result of a new business model. On the other hand,
termination of employees may arise due to incompetence
or poor quality of work that may risk the reputation of the
entity as a whole. However, in as much as termination of
employees appears to be an operational decision, the Income Tax laws requires employers to seek the taxman’s
approval before employees are sent off and paid their terminal packages. This is meant to ensure that all tax debts
or outstanding returns are filed before termination.
Primarily, it is key to note that tax laws do note govern
or regulate how employers should recruit and lay off their
employees. However, the critical issue surrounding the tax
law in relation to employment termination is to prescribe
how employers should comply with terminal payments
subsequent to the termination or retrenchment. In essence,
the role played by the taxman is to plug any avenues that
may result in revenue leaks for the government, hence the
requirement for employers to obtain approval. The law requires employers to submit an application to BURS seeking for clearance of the employee through a form called an
ITW 6A. The application should be submitted within 15
days prior to the date of the payment of terminal amounts.
In other words, employers cannot pay terminal payments\
benefits before BURS clears the employee of any outstanding tax matters.
It is therefore critical for employers to take not of this
requirement to avoid unnecessary liabilities as the taxman
may pass on the burden of any unpaid tax by the employee
and collect from the same.
This article is of a general nature and is not meant to
address particular matters of any person. Please contact us on the details in this article for tax consulting or
to join our free Tax WhatsApp group or to know about
our 9 Tax e-books.

rices are skyrocketing everywhere. The value of
the money in our pockets is reducing and wages
are not increasing. This is serious stuff. Of course,
we know that the global shocks of COVID and War in
Europe are to blame and that our governments can claim
that as such it is beyond their control. But it is it?
To dig a little deeper, this item looks at the consumer
price inflation in two cities - Gaborone and Kampala. To
do this, we carried out a small survey of price changes
for a few key commodities and services, went to our local shopping centres, gathered price information and examined the changes. The prices in our table are in Pula
and those in Uganda were converted from Ugandan Shillings to Pula using the current rate of 307 Shillings to
our Pula.
Let us start with Botswana where we firstly express
our gratitude to the work force and supervisors at Spa
and Engen Kgale Hill for their patience and the information that they provided. Botswana inflation ran at about
x% for many years, then it started to increase in 2021 and
finally shot up to 10.6% pa in early 2022. We have all
felt the shock of these steep price rises. Petrol has risen
46% - the most of all the selected items. And of course,
as transport costs increase, so does the prices of other
things like our travel.
Combi fares went up a pula or 20% over the last year.
That means that an average monthly commute to work is
now almost 100 pula per month more in 2022 than it was
last year (assuming changing that two journey legs are
needed). With food stuffs, oil has increased by 15%, noting here that the information is for three months, so over
the year it may have been more. Similarly, maize meal
has gone up by 30% over the year. The price of sugar has
actually gone down due to efforts of the store to try to
keep price changes down. This may not be general but
it is expected that stores will try to make special offers.
The cost of rental has increased by 14% for a one-room
unit. The rates vary widely but this assumes a modest
area. Overall increase of our sample of goods and services is 14% in Botswana. This is not the straight average
of the averages but the average weighted by the price, so
it relates more closely to the published CPIs (consumer
prices index). Checking this with the government published inflation rate or 10.6% so, our 14% seems to be
more or less realistic, bearing in mind that the CPI data
base used by Statistics Botswana is much wider than our
six items.
We move to Uganda where the situation seems to be
much worse than Botswana. Our correspondent there reports that prices in Uganda are rising more steeply compared to Botswana’s, as can be seen on the shopping list.
The situation is tough for ordinary people as earnings
Item

have not increased and jobs are scarce. The government
says inflation is due to the COVID-19 and the war between Russia and Ukraine. But it has urged Ugandans
to stay calm and not to panic as commodity prices rise,
saying “the situation is only temporary”.
Commodity prices started increasing last year with
fuel prices increasing by over sh400 in some parts of
the country. Prices of other consumer commodities also
started increasing with items like cooking oil and soap
increasing by over sh1,000. Uganda’s inflation rate started increasing in 2021 and shot up in 2022 where petrol
has risen by 31%, causing transport cost to rise. Neighbouring Kenya is even short of fuel, and that hits Uganda
as it is a landlocked country like Botswana that depends
on the transport services of its neighbouring maritime
country.
Their matatu is the same as our combis and are now
67% more per trip. Cooking oil has increased by a massive 67% and is twice the price of previous years. The
price of sugar has increased by 33% while sugar prices
went down. Maize flour went up by 25%. Let us note
here that Uganda is a large food producer and exporter
– including maize, coffee and dairy products. Rent has
shot up by 50% per room, although it depends on the
area. Taking our shopping basket in total, for all the
goods and services prices have increased by over 50%.
The Uganda Bureaux of Statistics announced that
the Consumer Price Index increased by 7.6% yet our
snapshot of price increases indicates 54%. This makes
us wonder if the hard realities of consumer price inflation are being disguised. The situation might worsen, as
the government aims to take back control. according to
Dr. Chris Baryomunsi, who is a Ugandan politician, the
causes for the increase in commodity prices are largely
external and can hence be tackled internationally. But the
question is, when will the war in Europe end and will the
people wait patiently till it does? Ugandans have resorted to stocking food stuffs and some are going to villages
to survive because they can grow their own food.
This is a tale of two cities where, surprisingly, Botswana - which is not self-sufficient in energy or food
- manages to keep price increases lower than Uganda,
which is a net exporter of food and whose power mix is
produced locally from hydroelectricity. It is also obvious
that Botswana is reporting its CPI information realistically while doubt may be cast on the reality of Uganda
CPI.
Two lessons can be learnt is that Batswana are better off than Ugandans. Even so, for Batswana, the need
to increase food and energy self-sufficiency has become
ever more critical.

Gaborone

Kampala

2021

2022

% Change

2021

2022

% Change

Petrol per litre

9.50

13.89

46%

12.70

16.69

31%

Combi / Matatu per trip

5.00

6.00

20%

9.77

16.29

67%

Cooking Oil 2 litres

29.00

33.47

15%

39.09

65.15

67%

Sugar 2.5 kg

35.95

31.50

-12%

19.54

26.06

33%

Maize Meal per kg

8.45

10.95

30%

5.21

6.51

25%

Rent One Room pm

700

800

14%

325.73

488.60

50%

Overall increase in prices

14%

52%
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OKAVANGO GIN
SCOOPS DOUBLE
GOLD IN SAN
FRANCISCO
•
•

The Sentinel keeps proving to be a world-class gin
The Sentinel gin previously won a silver medal at
International Wine & Spirit Competition Awards

GOSEGO MOTSUMI

T

he country’s first distillery in the
Okavango Delta, Okavango Gin,
is celebrating yet another milestone as its foundation gin, “The Sentinel,” was recently awarded a double gold
medal at the San Francisco World Spirits
Competition.
Well known as one of the world’s most
prestigious and largest spirits competitions, the San Francisco World Spirits
Competition is noted for the quality of its
judges who come together from around
the world to blindly taste and select the
best spirits in the world based on their expertise.
“We are beyond ecstatic. A double gold
means the panel of judges all gave our gin
a gold award. The Sentinel keeps proving
to be a world-class gin,” the team said on
their page.
“Tasting notes from the judges - Aromatic fresh zesty citrus scented juniper
laced nose. Orange oil and lime cordial
enhance a beautifully balanced, dry palate
tinged with resinous green wooded notes.
Sweet, evolved, classical.”
The distillery’s first gin is created from
local botanicals using the pure Okavango
water and an age-old distillation technique crafted out in nature. The star in-

gredient of the gin is the mophane seed
from the Colophospermum - mophane or
the mophane tree that grows vastly in the
northeastern parts of Botswana.
Okavango Gin then decided to use the
local botanical seed that has identical
compounds to the Juniper Berry called
Alpha-Pinene and Limonene as the core
ingredient for the gin. The match allowed
for a very harmonious synergy in making
a delicious contemporary gin with a rustic
African charm.
“Our core ingredient is something we
discovered by chance,” a spokesperson of
the distillery said. “The mophane seed has
trace elements of the same sort found in
Juniper, the core of all gins. This unique
and bold African flair has given our gin its
signature flavour.
“Crafted to celebrate the sunset, the
Sentinel is a gin with a unique, bold but
equally as palatable profile, giving you an
uncomplicated refined and defined recipe.”
After re-branding their gin label last
year, Okavango Gin settled for a design that was similar to the Kalahari San
(Bushman) paintings in Botswana as it
gave their brand a traditional feel. The
Sentinel gin has also previously won a
silver medal at the International Wine &
Spirit Competition (IWSC) Awards.
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Kgomotso Ratsie continues her role in SA soapie Scandal!
Here that was staged at Maitisong
Annual Arts Festival, as well as at
Cape Town and Bloemfontein arts
festivals.

Zenzele (Pic: LocalCornerMultimediaFACEBOOK PAGE)

• Says SA’s film industry is more advanced than Botswana’s
• Would like to see acting taken as a career that puts food on the table
GOSEGO MOTSUMI

S

easoned local actress Kgomotso Ratsie, affectionately called ‘Motso,’ is
currently in South Africa on call
for her role in the award winning
daily TV drama Scandal! that has
been a firm fixture in people’s
homes for close to two decades
now.
Ratsie is shooting scenes to
continue her Aunty Jemina story
for the etv production that has

also been one of the most watched
daily soapies in South Africa that
averages five million viewers per
night. “I am currently continuing
the Aunty Jemina story with Omphile and the Ngema family,” she
told Time Out in an interview.
“From end of March to April
I have been shooting scenes that
will appear on TV in June. I was
also helping a friend to shoot a
film, working behind the camera
doing performance directing and
coaching the solo actor in the film

Botswana’s
Mokaila
shines in
Battle of
Ankara

New reality show brings the best fashion
minds from across Africa together
GOSEGO MOTSUMI

B

otswana’s
Moitshepi
Mokaila is among 10
fashion designers from
across Africa challenged to
bring a fresh take on African
print fabric in a new reality series styled “Battle of the Ankara.”
The new show that premiered
last week on Honey TV (DStv
Channel 173) is a design competition where up and coming

fashion minds compete for the
Ankara fashion crown. Mokaila
joined designers from Ghana,
Zimbabwe and other countries
across the continent at Fedisa
Fashion School in Cape Town.
“I haven’t always known who
I wanted to be, but when I did
I knew I wanted to be a fashion designer. A dream at the
time, which wasn’t considered a
worthwhile educational investment,” said Mokaila, who holds
a BA in Fashion Design from

to give their best performance.”
With a career spanning over 10
years, Motso has played a leading
role in Colours TV Series on Btv
and Moja Love DStv and a lead
role in a feature movie for Msanzi Magic called “Stuck.” She has
been featured in Botswana Post,
FNB and Orange commercials.
In 2016, Motso played a role
in a theatre production for independence opening celebration
(Bots 50) and acted in a theatre
production called Born Around
LISOF Fashion College.
She is a proud owner of upmarket fashion brand, Indecisive, that
caters for both men and women.
As implied by the name, Indecisive is about self-expression that
doesn’t have to be relevant or
conform to what is considered
fashionable or ideal. The fashion
pieces spot a lot of vibrant colours that capture the mood and
target people between the ages of
15 and 40 years who enjoy attending events and are self-expressive
and fashion-conscious.
Says the creative director: “It
also appeals to older consumers
in a market where age distinctions are more amorphous. Indecisive takes inspiration from
reanimating achieved pieces from
the 1990s and early 2000s - hybrid styles that wave from everdecreasing attention spans. It’s
about indecision within the decision to be indecisive.”
The new reality show is hosted by South African radio DJ
Luthando “LootLove” Shosha
and boasts esteemed designers
Gert-Johan Coetzee and Palesa
Mokubung as judges. It is an addition to the channel’s hot take
on style and fashion across Africa. “We are used to seeing the
fabric used very traditionally but
the contestants bring their Agame and make designs that are
much more unexpected,” says
Mokubung.

It is her view
that South
Africa’s film
industry is
more advanced
in terms of
professionalism
than
Botswana’s and
is a career that
can put food on
the table
It is her view that South Africa’s
film industry is more advanced in
terms of professionalism than Botswana’s and is a career that can
put food on the table. “In Botswana there is this tendency where
broadcasters give production
houses a chance to do only one
season before it fades into thin
air without continuity,” she said.

“Audiences get attached to these
stories and they fall in love with
characters.
“But unlike in South Africa,
they are usually cut short. Look
at how far Scandal! and Rhythm
City have gone, for example.
Muvhango was just celebrating
25 years. The nation, the government and the private sector need
to accept that this is a career and
an industry that can contribute to
the economy and see the need to
invest in it.”
The award-winning actress said
she intends to spread her wings
as wide as possible and soar.
She mentions the likes of Denzel
Washington and Morgan Freeman
among other industry greats who
inspire her and aims to coach actors locally.
“I want to do performance directing and coaching to bring out
the best in people because Botswana has amazing talent,” she
told Time Out. “I applaud our industry for taking time to explore
the characters. Unlike in South
Africa, they are not rushed”.
Motsi won an Overall Best Actress in BOTA National Drama
Competition in 2010 and Best Female Theatre Director in the same
competition in 2013. She was the
2014 second runner up on Signed
International Acting and Film
Competition, Botswana’s first acting and film competition, and has
graced television screens in South
African with roles in Zibondiwe,
Saints, Sinners 2 and now Scandal!

Moitshepi Mokaila (Pic: Indecisive FACEBOOK PAGE)
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A New Dawn for Mascom Derby in Maun

Horse race and lifestyle show was the highlight of the Maun Easter Holidays
GAZETTE REPORTER

T

elecommunications company Mascom hosted a “comeback” of the biggest horse racing event in the country, the “Mascom Derby,” in Maun over the
Easter holidays.
After a two-year hiatus since 2020 due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, Mascom successfully hosted the 14th edition of the horse race
and lifestyle shows in the country’s tourism
capital of Maun.
“This event is the highlight of the Maun
Easter Holidays calendar with dignitaries
and tourists coming in from different countries around the world to join in the excitement and experience Maun cuisine, music,
cultural fashion extravaganza and the horse
race competition,” said Mascom Communications and PR Manager, Barbara Gotlop.
Styled “A New Dawn,” the 2022 Mascom
Derby 16 April 2022 at Shashe Horse Track
showcased 120 from throughout the SADC
region, which completed in various race categories. The event also featured a series of
build-up activities.
The Mascom Derby Corporate Social
Pic: Mascom FACEBOOK PAGE
Responsibility
Since inception of the Mascom Derby,
a total of seven community organisations a donation of P150 000 was made to sevhave been supported through Mascom’s eral Mascom Derby CSR beneficiaries with
Corporate Social Responsibility. This year, incorporation of a shared value model to

promote and create synergies between and
within communities.
These beneficiaries are Bonatla Primary

Samora Moisés Machel Museum honours
the Spirit of the Great Liberation Icon
After delays that have hindered completion of the project since 2015,
the museum was officially opened in Peleng last week

GOSEGO MOTSUMI

T

he modern building is nestled in the
township of Peleng in Lobatse and
encompasses the Kgaboesele homestead that has cemented Botswana’s ties
with Mozambique.
Construction of the structure that is now
the Samora Moisés Machel Museum began
in 2019 with restoration of the house in
which Machel lived as a political refugee.
The Kgaboesele family accommodated
the man - a trained nurse who would become a military commander and eventually president of Mozambique - during the
liberation struggle for his nation, hence the
presence of the incumbent president of the

country on the southeast coast of Africa,
Filipe Jacinto Nyusi, when the museum
was officially commissioned by President
Mokgweetsi Masisi last week.
Botswana and Mozambique signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in
2009 which was subsequently revised to include construction of Samora Moisés Machel Museum. In the MoU, the Government
of Mozambique reached an agreement with
the Kgaboesele family to transfer ownership of their house in order to transform it
into a museum.
In 2017, the Mozambican High Commission to Botswana and Botswana’s Department of National Museum and Monuments,
in collaboration with Lobatse Town Coun-

cil, started the process of converting the
home into a museum. The process involved
research and consultations with the Kgaboesele and the Machel families in Botswana
and in Mozambique.
“It is a living monument from which our
succeeding generations in the two nations
will learn of the indefatigable will to claim
fundamental human rights and just pursuit
for freedom from cruel and degrading treatment and oppression by other human beings,” said President Masisi at the official
opening of the museum.
“Other than providing the epitaph for
immortalising the spirit and figure of the
founding father and His Excellency the late
Samora Moisés Machel, the Museum will
also serve as a reminder of the contributions of many patriots, from Botswana and
Mozambique, as well as the celebration of
the memory of the greatest freedom fighters
and statesmen from the entire region, who
laid the foundation for liberation of southern
Africa.”
In addition to the memory of one of Africa’s greatest freedom fighters and statesmen, Samora Machel, the monument also
pays tribute to John Kgaboesele for hosting
Machel in 1963 when the Mozambican man
of destiny was en-route to Tanzania (then
Tanganyika) to join guerrillas of the Front
for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO) that he and his compatriot, Eduardo
Mondlane, had founded.
The Government of Mozambique adopted
the Kgaboesele humble homestead as the
Samora Machel Museum and obtained a
house in Thema, a neighbourhood just east

School, Thuso Rehabilitation Centre, Okavango Artists Association, Lorato House,
Women Against Rape, Bana Ba Letsatsi and
Feed-A-Child Botswana.
Mascom Derby Fashion Show
Over past years, the Mascom Derby Fashion Show proved to be a success in showcasing talent in the northern part of Botswana.
The platform provided an opportunity for
upcoming designers to showcase their work
during the biggest horse racing event in Botswana.
The fashion show was held on 15 April
at Cresta Maun. To unearth modelling and
fashion design talent in the Northern region,
Mascom also hosted a workshop to train and
share trade knowledge of the fashion industry in collaboration with Fashion Without
Borders.
The workshop was led by local designer
extraordinaire Gertrude Mogojwe (Black
Trash) and South Africa-based fashion model Dr. Thanolo Keutwile, who is also a practicing medical doctor.
Tsena Art Engagement
Tsena, Botswana Online, which is the
country’s first online community portal,
hosted the second Mascom Derby Art Competition to promote and develop local art.
The competition brought together three artists to create an art piece during the Mascom
Derby Horse Racing event that were judged
by experienced judges.
of Peleng, for the Kgaboesele family. The
Mozambican government funded the construction and restoration of the homestead
while the Government of Botswana contributed by developing the storyline and designing the exhibition.
Said President Masisi: “Kgaboesele and
his family’s decision in 1963 to host the late
Samora Moisés Machel was profound as it
demonstrated what they stood for and what
we stand for as Batswana – namely, peace,
compassion, pan-Africanism, justice and
self-determination. It was that gesture by the
Kgaboesele family to accommodate the late
liberation icon and freedom fighter which
accentuated the relations between Botswana
and Mozambique.”
The 1960s were a gravid period during
which history cast Botswana, then the British protectorate of Bechauanaland, in the
role of host to several men of mission for the
liberation of their countries from white minority regimes. In addition to Machel, South
Africa’s Nelson Mandela and Namibia’s
Sam Nujoma found the ‘territory’ a necessary home and transit route early in the stages of planning and execution of the struggles
that eventually delivered their peoples from
bondage.
The momentous episode in 1963 of how
J. B. Marks and Joe Slovo of the South African Communist Party helped Machel hitch
a ride on a chartered flight carrying recruits
of the African National Congress from Botswana to Tanzania stands as a portentous
nexus in the role of Lobatse and the dust pan
that was Botswana then in the history of the
heroic struggle for liberation that eventually
brought independence to Mocambique, as
well as to Namibia, Zimbabwe, Angola and
South Africa.
“Through the living testimony of the spirit
of ‘botho,’ human kindness and neighbourliness which serve as an integral pillar of our
culture, the Kgaboesele family, the Lobatse
community, and Batswana in general, welcomed and lived with liberation icons as
their own,” President Masisi said.
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INFLUENCER SPOT WITH SETLHOMO

RAYMOND TSHWANELANG

By JOEY BADUBI JR.

D

o you know those influential
figures who don’t want to be
regarded as influential? Well,
popular social media commentator
Setlhomo Raymond Tshwanelang is
one of them. He features in this edition
of Influencer Spot.
Q1. Welcome to the Influencer Spot
my guy. Thank you for joining us.
A1. As I mentioned before, for the
records, I don’t really consider myself
as an influencer. Anyway, since we already here, let us do this.
Q2. Awesome. Who really Sethomo
is Raymond Tshwanelang? How would
you describe yourself?
A2. Well, I am a criminologist before
everything else. I am also a social commentator. A critic. A reader. A blogger.
Q3. I understand that you from Mahalapye and you schooled there until
high school. Is it so?
A3. I struggle with identity. I am not
sure where I am from, to be honest. I
was born in Serowe, spent half of my
primary schooling days there and spent
half of it and my entire senior secondary years in Mahalapye where my father is from. So the question of where
I am from is complicated for me. But
my address is Mahalapye and I identify
more with Mahalapye.
Q4. Well, looking at your posts and
how you always articulate yourself,
you seem to be an A or even an A+ student. What grade student were you?
A4. Hahaha! You give me underserved credits. I was just an average
student. Upper second class. I feel I
am more street-smart than scholarly.
I struggled a lot in class than outside
class.
Q5. Oh yeah? I also understand that
you live overseas. Where exactly do
you live? And what do you do there?
Working, a student or both?
A5. I am based in the Republic of
Ireland where I completed my Masters
in Criminology and Criminal Justice
in 2020. I am currently undertaking a
graduate programme that ends in June.
I completed my studies in 2020 and I
enrolled for a postgraduate Diploma in
Corporate Fraud Investigation which I
completed in January 2022. I am also
doing some short certificates currently.
So I am working and studying.
Q6. So you are a criminologist?
A6. Yes, I am a criminologist.
Q7. Sounds like a cool job to do. So
when did you move there and how is it
been since?
A7. I moved here in 2018. I miss
home a lot but it has been great here.
My stay here has helped me discover
my strengths and weaknesses. It has
also helped me grow.
Q8. So what inspired you to go into
that profession? Is it something that
you always wanted to do?
A8. My upbringing and the communities I grew up in inspired me to
choose this route. It would be dishon-

est of me to say it’s something I always
wanted to do as I only learnt about the
course after my BGCSE. Prior to, I was
surviving. I didn’t have a direction or
someone to look up to.

most any other issue that some people
are afraid to talk about.
Q10. So what is your scope? Do you
aim at general trends and comment on
or there’s a certain are that you focus

Q9. You can be described as an influential social media commentator. How
did it all come about?
A9. I know some call me a social
media influencer though I don’t identify myself as one. I think the term is
abused and has long lost meaning in
our country. I identify myself as a social media commentator. How it came
about or the social media thing? Well,
I think it’s because of my liberal, bold
and critical stance on most social issues: crime, justice, injustice and al-

on?
A10. My scope is mostly on hard
core and investigative issues or issues
that are current and of public interest. I
sometimes comment on viral paparazzi
trends but those are truly not in my interests.
Q11. Do you have any Europeans
followers eager to catch up with your
timeline kana ke Batswana hela?
A11. Well, I have a sizable following
across the world, including Europeans
and Americans some of who I have

My upbringing and the
communities I grew up
in inspired me to choose
this route
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worked and/or studied with.
Q12. Awesome. So having experienced both sides (Third World country
and First World country), how far is
Botswana in the civilization stakes?
A12. That one is difficult to answer,
but I think Botswana, like most developing countries, has its struggles and
successes. To answer your question, I
think we aren’t far from civilisation.
In 10 to 15years, we will be one of the
leading African countries in terms of
civilisation, which is often tied to literacy and development.
Q13. Looking from the outside in, is
Botswana on the right track in terms of
economic development?
A13. Yes, we are. The only problem
is that most of us in Batswana are too
impatient. We expect instant results but
economic development isn’t a single
event. It’s a process that requires planning, funding, research, execution and
monitoring.
Q14. What is it that you have realised
that we lack as a country and continent
as a whole?
A14. We do not lack anything besides
believing in ourselves and investing in
our country. But we have spent more
time investing in ourselves as opposed
to the country.
Q15. I once heard you were once involved in politics as a staunch UDC
member. Is it so? If so, are you still a
UDC member or follower?
A15. Yes, I was once a staunch UDC
member through the BMD. I left in
2017 and my relationship with the
UDC ceased. What remains is only the
relationship I have with some who are
still members but nothing more.
Q16. When are you coming back
home? Or you’re planning on settling
in Ireland for life?
A16. God willing, I intend to be in
Botswana before July. As to whether I
will be staying there for long or relocating will be based on opportunities.
If there are none, there wouldn’t be a
point for me to be there and I will relocate to where there are opportunities.
Q17. How are the Irish girls? Do you
find them more or less attractive than
Botswana women?
A17. Batswana women are attractive,
generous, caring, smart and hardworking. It would be unfair to compare them
with women who have access to opportunities that they do not have. But I’d
pick them over all.
Q18. Hahaha! I see you are very
careful with words. Tell me this, how is
it like being an Influential figure? Does
it have advantages and pressures?
A18. Hahaha! There you go again
with the term I dislike. Well, I think being known, in my view, or influential,
in the eyes of the public, is that anything you say, even if it’s just a joke,
is put under the microscope. You have
to always tread with care because for
people like me with independent and
liberal thoughts, you risk being blacklisted or called a bully, annoying, a
loose cannon and the like. It’s a heavy
burden to carry. That requires learning
and unlearning every day.
Q19. Sounds like a tough job, hey?
Anyway, thank you for joining us.
A19. Thank you so much.
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Xero named as FIFA Women’s Football Partner

Pic:fifa.com

•
•

•

Xero named as latest FIFA Women’s Football Partner under new
commercial partnership structure
The multi-year agreement, commencing today, covers the FIFA Women’s
World Cup 2023™ as well as the 2024 and 2026 editions of the FIFA
U-20 Women’s World Cup™ and FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup™
Through its partnership with FIFA, Xero will champion women’s football
and women in small businesses through various initiatives

VACANCY – FARM MANAGER
Farm Manager with at least 5 to 10 years’ experience required at Kaka Farms.
Candidate should be effective in execution of the following:
–
–
–
–
–

Cattle husbandry;
Management of livestock feed;
Borehole maintenance & fencing;
Farm machinery – ability to operate, service & repair farm equipment;
Budgeting & Record Keeping (including stock feeds, machinery and
equipment);
– Leadership skills – management of human resources & time sheets;
– Administration – carrying out all errands in administration & be
computer literate.
Education: - Certificate in Agriculture or better
Core Competencies – Farm Management
Applications to be sent to email address – recruitment.bttfarms@gmail.com

MOTSWAGOLE J
IN THE HIGH COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA
HELD AT GABORONE
In the matter between:
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOTSWANA LIMITED
and
LUCIA CHANGANA

GAZETTE REPORTER

X

ero, the global small business management platform, has been named
as a FIFA Women’s Football Partner under FIFA’s new commercial partnership structure that will come into effect in
2023. The global partnership will cover
the FIFA Women’s World Cup Australia
& New Zealand 2023™, as well as the
2024 and 2026 editions of the FIFA U-20
Women’s World Cup™ and the FIFA U-17
Women’s World Cup™.
Xero will use the partnership to champion women’s football and to further empower women working in small businesses
and their communities around the world.
As part of the agreement, Xero will also
support two FIFA women’s football development programmes: Capacity-Building
for Administrators, and Coach Education
Scholarships.
Sarai Bareman, FIFA’s Chief Women’s
Football Officer, said: “We are thrilled
to officially welcome Xero on board as a
global FIFA Women’s Football Partner under our new commercial partnership structure, which will allow us to maximise support for the women’s game.
“Not only is this a momentous day for
women’s football globally, but as a proud
New Zealander, I am so excited that FIFA
TAFA J
IN THE HIGH COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA
HELD AT GABORONE

CASE NO. CVHGB-002242-19
Plaintiff
Defendant

In the matter between:
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOTSWANA LIMITED
and
OABONA ROBERT TLOU MOLEFE

is partnering with a company that was
founded in New Zealand. This is a partnership that will accelerate the growing
momentum behind women’s football
and our ambition to make the game truly
global. To have a brand on board that is
so passionate about empowering women
– and especially one from a co-host of
the next FIFA Women’s World Cup in
2023 – is wonderful to see.”
Rachael Powell, Xero’s Chief Customer Officer, said: “We’re very excited to
announce this partnership with FIFA and
are proud to be a new Women’s Football
Partner. Having two great brands come
together to champion women in football
from the community level through to the
world stage is a powerful proposition.
“For women’s football to thrive, the
financial viability of clubs at all levels is
essential to attract, develop and nurture
talent. Put simply, we believe that better
numbers off the field will deliver better
numbers on the field.
“Together, Xero and FIFA share many
goals and important values, driven by a
passion and purpose to foster participation and community connections. This
global partnership not only gives us a
platform for brand visibility around the
world, it also provides a fabulous opportunity to create deeper relationships
with small businesses and communities
that support the growth of the women’s
game,” Powell added.
Xero, which was founded in New Zealand in 2006, has more than three million subscribers globally, offering small
businesses and their advisers access to
real-time financial data anytime, anywhere and on any device. Xero offers an
ecosystem of over 1,000 third-party apps
and 300-plus connections to banks and
other financial partners.
Xero’s partnership category will include small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) business management software, accounting and bookkeeping (AB)
practice management software, and SME
and AB software app stores.
The first tournament covered under the
partnership will be the expanded FIFA
Women’s World Cup™ in 2023 that will
see 32 teams compete across nine cities
in Australia and New Zealand.

CASE NO. CVHGB-001100-2019
Plaintiff
Defendant

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION

BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to judgment granted in the above Honourable Court on 20th
September 2019, the Defendant’s property will be sold by auction to the highest bidder by Deputy Sheriff
Meshack Moshabi.
DATE
: 29th April 2022
TIME OF SALE
: 10.30 am
PLACE OF SALE
: Lot 59346, Gaborone
PROPERTY TO BE SOLD
: piece of land being Lot 59346, in the Gaborone Administrative District, measuring
312m2 Three Hundred and Twelve Square Metres); held under Deed of Transfer No. 1917/18 dated 24th day of
October 2018 made in favor of LUCIA CHANGANA with some developments thereon being 3 bedrooms house,
sitting room, kitchen, 2 bathrooms, 1 toilet, single garage, paved, screen wall and electric fence.

BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to judgment granted in the above Honourable Court on 23rd August
2019, the Defendant’s property will be sold by auction to the highest bidder by Deputy Sheriff Omphemetse Peter
Kaisara.
DATE
: 5th May 2022
TIME OF SALE
: 10.30 am
PLACE OF SALE
: Lot 852, Gabane
PROPERTY TO BE SOLD : piece of land being Lot 852, Gabane; situated in Gabane in the Bakwena Tribal
Territory; measuring 1206m² (One Thousand Two Hundred and Six Square Metres); held under Memorandum
of agreement of Lease number TL 414/2017 dated 16th day of May 2017 made in favour of OABONA ROBERT
TLOU MOLEFE; Deed with some developments therein being; (1) a 4 bedroom house, sitting room, dining room,
kitchen, toilet and bathroom, varendah, (2) 5 rooms house, pit latrine, screen wall, big and small gate.

Terms and conditions

:

Cash or Bank Guaranteed cheques (Detailed conditions of sale may be viewed at
the Deputy Sheriff’s office)

DATED AT GABORONE THIS 15th DAY OF MARCH 2022.
Deputy Sheriff Meshack Moshabi
(71623026/71263198)
C/o Serole & Partners
The Courtyard, Lot 54513, Unit 1
P O Box 1679 ABG, Sebele
GABORONE

Terms and conditions :

Cash or Bank guaranteed cheques (Detailed conditions of sale may be viewed at the
Deputy Sheriff’s office)

DATED AT GABORONE THIS 14th DAY OF MARCH 2022.
Deputy Sheriff Omphemetse Peter Kaisara (71222244/72195113)
C/o Serole & Partners
The Courtyard, Lot 54513, Unit 1
P O Box 1679 ABG, Sebele
GABORONE
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Ngele misses out as
Chippa secures much
needed victory
BONGANI MALUNGA

M

ogakolodi Ngele was
inactive this weekend
as his side, Chippa
United, secured a much needed
1-0 victory over Stellenbosch FC
last weekend. The victory has
created a comfortable five point
cushion between themselves and
15th placed Moroka Swallows.
The 15th place in the DSTV
Premiership results in the sitting team participating in a promotional and relegation playoff
tournament against lower league
teams. Three weeks ago Ngele’s
club was only three points above
the 15th placed Swallows.
Recording maximum points
last weekend has given the club
breathing space with five games
remaining in the 2021/2022 sea-

son. The club has seen an upturn
in form in recent games with only
one defeat in the last four league
games. The encouraging form
has seen them steer clear of relegation trouble in recent weeks. If
the club retains its league status
Ngele’s personal record of never
being relegated in South African
football will be preserved.
Ngele was dropped from the
match-day squad in what has
become a recurring theme for
the Zebras star as he has played
in only one league game since
December. The club did not list
him “injured”, furhter demonstrating that he was dropped by
Kurt Lentjies once again. Prior
to Lentjies’ interim appointment,
Ngele had participated in 13
league games under then coach
Gavin Hunt.

Bowers throw punches in Maputo

Pic:PRESS PHOTO
Gazette Reporter

T

he Botswana Boxing
Association (BoBA)
has sent a strong
seven member team to Maputo for the Zone IV Boxing
Championships. The team
left Gaborone by road on
Sunday and arrived in Maputo on Monday morning after
the 900km journey.

The team comprises established boxers who are expected to form the bulk of the
team going to the Birmingham Commonwealth Games
in July. Botswana has sent
three female boxers and four
men in a bid to defend their
crown at the zonal competition which starts on Wednesday. The team won the 2019
edition held on home soil,

while COVID-19 disrupted
the subsequent 2020 and
2021 tournaments.
Lethabo
Modukanele,
Phekie Bele and reigning
BoBA female boxer of the
year, Sadie Kenosi form the
women’s team while the
men’s team has Kobamelo
Molatlhegi, Otukile Rajab
Mahommed, George Molwantwa and Treasure More-

mi. Mahommed was recently
crowned the male boxer of
the year during the recent
BoBA awards.
Thebe Setlalekgosi is the
coach and will be assisted
by Gibson Rauwe and Pearl
Mooketsi. Gaseitsewe Pontshego and Linda Tone are
part of the travelling team
as referee and judge respectively.
BoBA spokesperson, Moitshepi Nkabiti said the team
had safely arrived in Maputo
and held its first training session on Monday evening.
“This morning (Tuesday),
there will go for another
training session as they await
a technical meeting, and
then later the official opening,” Nkabiti said. Botswana
won the Zone IV crown in
2019 when the tournament
was held at Botho University. BoBA secretary general,
Taolo Tloutsile said they did
not set a medal target for the
the team.
“If you look at the team
composition; Rajab, Treasure and George won gold in
2019, while Kobamelo won

silver. In the women’s section, Lethabo won gold and
kenosi got silver. All these
athletes are part of the team,
so stakes are high for them to
perform,” Tloutsile said.
He said Francistown boxer,
Bele was new to the national
team set up but they expect
her to hit the ground running.
“Bele is new but we expect
her to prove herself. There
is no pressure on her but we
expect results. We met the
coaches before departure and
they were confident,” he added. Regarding the Commonwealth Games preparations,
BoBA has been allocated
four slots by the Botswana
National Olympic Committee.
“We have submitted our list
and so far, the only challenge
is Aratwa Kasemang because
she did not report for camp,”
Tloutsile said. Botswana will
particularly look to perform
well at international competitions after recent disappointments at the Olympic and the
Commonwealth Games. The
team is expected back in the
country from Maputo on Friday.
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Crunch time for Zebras, Mares

Pic:PRESS PHOTO
Gazette Reporter

T

he country’s senior soccer teams
face an anxious period with the
draw for the 2023 Africa Cup of
Nations qualifiers and the Africa Women’s
Nations Cup taking place seven days apart.
On Tuesday (yesterday) the Zebras were
in the hat for the AFCON qualifiers draw,
where they found themselves in Pot 4 due
to their low rankings.

The Zebras are ranked 148 in the world
and 45th in Africa, below the likes of Eswatini and Lesotho. Botswana received a
bye to the group stages after Eritrea pulled
out of the preliminary round tie last month.
The Zebras were forced into the preliminary round match due to their poor ranking
which sees them placed among the continent’s bottom 12 teams.
While the Zebras’ are in the bottom 12,
the Mares are flying and among a dozen

teams that will contest at this year’s AWCON finals. While the Zebras’ draw is
done and dusted, there is still anxious wait
for the Mares who make their debut in Morocco in July. The AWCON finals draw
takes place on Monday, with Gaelethoo
‘Ronaldo’ Nkutliswang’s charges eager to
know their opponents. The women’s team
will have a shot at qualifying for the World
Cup as the finals serve as a qualifier for the
global tournament to be co-hosted by Aus-
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tralia and New Zealand next year.
The teams that finish in the top four in
Morocco automatically qualify for the
World Cup, while number five and six have
an opportunity to progress to the global
showpiece via an inter-continental playoff. Like their male counterparts, the Mares
are in Pot 4, which is the bottom pool for
the draw. This mean they are likely to face
tough opponents. In Pot 1, which has the
top seeds, there are the hosts Morocco,
South Africa’s Banyana Banyana and Super Falcons from Nigeria. Record champions, Nigeria have won the tournament 11
times and would look to extend the feat.
Burundi, Cameroon and Zambia make up
Pot 2, while Pot 3 has Burkina Faso, Tunisia and Togo. The Mares are with Senegal
and Uganda in the bottom Pot 4.
The Botswana Football Association
(BFA) chief executive officer, Mfolo Mfolo
recently told the media they are struggling
to raise funds for the team. The BFA needs
more than P7million to adequately prepare the team, including a stint at the High
Performance Centre in Pretoria. Friendly
matches and high intensity training camps
are planned for either Qatar or in Europe in
a country closer to Morocco.
“The technical committee met in March
and they developed a plan which has been
adopted by the executive committee. The
plan is on how we will develop these beautiful women for AWCON. This is not about
participation but we want to be counted. So
we need the money more than ever before.
The cost of the plan is P7.2 million, which
we do not have. We need players from the
private sector, the business sector to help
us fund this plan.” Mfolo said. “We are
still recovering. It is it not a good thing to
say but it is in the public,” he added. The
BFA was recently caught in a financial mismanagement scandal, after diverting FIFA
funds meant for the women’s game. The
mess claimed the scalp of chief executive
officer, Goabaone Taylor, while BFA first
vice president, Marshlow Motlogelwa resigned.

Seetso Close to
Reaching Grand Slam
After Winning the ITF
Gazette Reporter

B

otswana
Tennis Association
(BTA) first seed, Denzel Seetso is
close to making it to the first junior grand slam tournament for the first
time after he won the International Tennis Federation (ITF) Junior singles title.
Seetso competed in a tightly contested
tournament that was held in Gaborone
during the easter holidays which pitted
over 100 players from across the world.
Seetso emerged victorious after he defeated Jordan Georgiev of South Africa
6-0,4-6, 6-3 in the finals played at Notwane courts on Sunday. Enroute to the
finals Seetso won against Ruediger Dusselberg of South Africa before he faced
another opponent from Great Britain who
also lost, I process. The win earned him
his first ITF singles title which will see
him rise to the top of the junior rankings that are expected to be released on

Wednesday afternoon. This means that he
will be eligible to make an entry list of
the junior Wimbledon grand slam tournament, a step before he penetrates the
elite grand slam entry list as an unseeded
player.
In a post-match interview with Gazette Sport, Seetso said he is very happy
with his victory as it will contribute immensely on his singles rankings. “It is a
very good moment for me, my first ITF
under 18 title and winning it at home. I
really tried to focus on my strengths and
applied them as best as I can because my
opponent was very consistent, I and I just
used my forehand and serve to really try
to control the game. I felt special with the
reception I got from the spectators at the
end, and it was a motivation for me to do
well in the upcoming competitions. The
victory gave me the much-needed confidence that I should now work hard and

Denzel Seetso (Pic: Botswana Tennis Association FACEBOOK PAGE )

do well to reach greater heights,” he said.
The 16 years old tennis genius further
stated that he is looking forward to playing in bigger tournaments that will help
him better his play especially at junior
grand slam level where he is set to make a
junior Wimbledon grand slam appearance

soon. “I can’t wait to make it to the junior
Wimbledon tournament, and I am looking
forward to the tight competition from my
peers across the world. I want to remain
consistent, so I motivate my team mates
also to win and reach my level,” added
Seetso.
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ROLLERS CALM
AS SA TRIO
TARGETS FOLZ
• Chippa United, Supersport United and Moroka Swallows actively courting Folz
• His contract will end in June
• Rollers believe that Folz is willing to prolong his stay if they offer him a new deal
BONGANI MALUNGA

T

ownship Rollers have adopted
a relaxed approach to head
coach Romain Folz’s position
as reports continue to link him with a
move to South Africa when his Rollers contract ends in June. Rollers’ management team believes that the French
coach will resist offers from South Africa if they offer him a new deal.
Chippa United, Supersport United
and Moroka Swallows have already
made inquiries about his availability.
Supersport have made the strongest impression as they have already contacted
those close to the coach to inform him
of their intention to interview him for
the head coach position following the
departure of Kaitano Tembo.
Chippa also recently contacted Rollers to register their interest in the coach.
Chippa and Supersport are under interim coaches and they are both keen to
lure the Frenchman from Rollers.
Speaking to Gazette Sport, a Rollers
management member who requested
anonymity stated that they are aware
of the interest Folz has generated but

they are calm as the speculation goes
into overdrive. The Rollers management member revealed that Folz turned
down an opportunity to go to the January held Africa Cup of Nations (AFCON) tournament with Mauritania as
an assistant coach and performance
analyst to take over at Rollers.
“Folz is not excited by money, he
believes in the project that we sold to
him when he joined. There is a mutual
interest to prolong this union. He had
an opportunity to go to AFCON with
Mauritania but our project appealed
more to him. He essentially took a pay
cut to join us, that should tell you a lot
about the man. I believe he will stay as
long as we want him to stay. In football
anything can happen but we are optimistic that he will stay. His position
will be reviewed at the end of the season and we will open talks then,” the
Rollers member stated.
Folz joined Rollers in December,
the club has been playing “catch up”
to league leaders Gaborone United all
season. Folz has managed to guide the
team within touching distance of GU in
the title race with four games to go.
Romain Folz (Pic:PRESS PHOTO)

Bakwadi Makes a Comeback at the US Open Championships
Gazette Reporter

B

Pic:PRESS PHOTO

otswana’s
flamboyant
karateka Sensei Ofentse Bakwadi displayed
a brilliant performance at the
recent United States of America (USA) Open Karate Championships held in Las Vegas
over the weekend. This was his
second appearance on “tatami”
this year since 2020 following
a long hiatus owing to COVID-19 complications.
Sensei Bakwadi competed in
the senior men Kata category
which is his area of speciality in Karate, and he was pitted against other 42 individuals from across the world who
was contesting for the title. He
made it to the last 12 where

he finished 9th overall after he
eliminated more than five of his
opponents to make it to the last
10 missing a quarter final slot
by a whisker. In an exclusive
interview with Gazette Sport
recently, Sensei Bakwadi said
he is impressed with his performance even though his ultimate
goal was to finish on podium
position.
“It feels great to compete
with the best karatekas in the
world and I am proud of myself. Finishing 9th means a lot
and it is a true reflection of hard
work and determination even
though I did not finish where
I have wanted to be. It was a
learning curve, and I am going
to continue working hard until I
get where I want to be. Look, I

have over 2 years without training or competing because of the
pandemic and I have made my
first appearance on the combat
mat recently at the Botswana
Karate Association (BOKA)
first senior national team selection and I did well. It was more
important for me to get a tough
test before I can fully commit to
this season and now, I am ready
to take on the world, starting in
local competitions, regional and
international,” he said.
He further stated that he intends to put the best performance of his life in all competitions for this year as he nears
his retirement. “I want to compete more locally so that my
followers across the country
could have that opportunity to

see me compete in my mother
land because this might be my
last year as a competing karateka. I really want to dedicate all
competitions for my followers
who have been supportive and
key to my success as an athlete,” added Bakwadi.
He is set to compete in the
second BOKA national team
selection tournament on the 30th
of April in Gaborone where he
will be vying to earn a sport in
the team that will represent the
country at Africa Zone 6 championships billed for South Africa next month. He also intends
to qualify for the Africa senior
Karate Championships which
will be his last if things go according to plan.

